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Experience Montreal’s

PASSION FOR FOOD

ENTER THE

T^cfe o^\I'Hohfi'ed!

sweepstakes for your

chance to WIN a
world-class food tour

Montreal is a food lover’s

paradise! You could win a

tantalizing getaway for two

and experience the creativity

of Mont rears most celebrated

chefs. Our world-class food

tour includes:
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Tasting menu. East to West in

to Creationsa at renowned

Restaurant Europea

Seven-course tasting menu,

wine pairing, and visit to the kitchen

at famed Chez L’Epicier

Culinary walking tour: Flavours and

Aromas of Old Montreal with VDM
Global DMC

ENTER TODAY:
N ationalGeographic .com/visitmontreal

Montreal aircanada®
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DENTS OF THE 50 UNITED STATES I'D.C.I AND CANADA

21 YEARS AND OLDER. VOID IN QUEBEC AND WHERE

PROHIBITED, Sweepstakes ends 8/31/12. for Official

RuJes, prizE descriptions^ and odds disclosure,, visi: h:1p:/.

ww^'.NationalGEQQraDhic.comAisitmQntreal. If Canadian

resident mathematical skill-cesting question must be

correctly answered to win. 1 prize (approximate retail

value 54,200 CAD) available to be wen. Sponsor: NGHT,

ULC. d/b/a National Geographic Digital Media, 1 145 17th

Street N.W., Washington D.C., 20036.

BEHIND THE SCENES

The hire qfNew Hampshire'sSquam Lake is impossible to resist, evenfor these dogs.

C EDITOR’S NOTE ^

TangledUp inBlue

T
|

he lake. My parents always called itjust that. Short* sweet*

unembellished. In fact, this marvelous oasis in the deep, emer-

ald woods of Ontario beckoned the moment school was out. We
answered its call for two weeks every summer. It's not important

where it was (actually* I prefer to keep it secret). We all tumbled

into an old green Rambler—four kids* parents, and a slobbering*

bearish Newfoundland. The drive took about five hours, and the refrain

all the way was, of course: Are we there yet

?

The truth is, I am always there. I carry its memories to visit when Fm
melancholy, to remind me when life was as simple as sunrise and sunset.

The hallmarks of our lake getaways were wonderful and classic: listen-

ing to the catchy melodies of the Beach Boys and the waver of the loon*

breathing in the pungent pine, taking comfort in a campfired hot dog.

For me, the kike has now achieved a sort ofmythic resonance* but it is

a real place of water skiing, hiking, and canoeing tannin-black streams.

Of sunning on granite outcrops and fishing for pike and bass. Of drizzly

nights and sunburned mornings. Of playing charades and drowsing off to

the snores ofmy siblings. But the lake is also a place of the imagination*

the very idea drawing me in. It is what I like to call the lake effect—the

powerful pull of its freedoms and a sharing of space and time that lives

on long after we grow up. Now Tm beginning to take my young children

to “the lake." I want them to build their own sacred memories. And so it

goes on. Read more about the lake life on page 56. with essays by contrib-

uting editor Joyce Maynard and others, —keith bellows

OUR MISSION NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELER REPORTS ON DESTINATIONS OF DISTINCTION AND CHARACTER,
AN D WE SUPPORT EFFORTS TO KEEP THEM THAT WAY-BELIEVING THAT TO ENHAN CE AN" AUTHENTIC “SENSE OF

PLACE” WILL BENEFIT BOTH TRAVELERS AND THE LOCATIONS THEY VISIT. FOR MORE INFORMATION,
VTSTT TRA VEL. jVATIQNAIQ F.QQRA PHIC- CQM/TJtAVEL/SUS TA TN.4RL E.
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TALK

A CubanRoast
n our march-april cover story ("Falling for Cuba”), writer James
Vlahos says that “Americans alternately romanticize and vilify

7
' the

Caribbean island* Readers had similar reactions to the article* “I can't

tell you how excited I was to see the promise ofyour cover line, 'Cuba!

The Time Is Now”' wrote Ralph Perry ofWheaton, IIL “But imagine my
great disappointment to wade through the author's self-centered experi-

ences taking salsa lessons.” The article surfaced fond memories for Kathy

Wheale of Greenville, S.C., who met Julio Munoz, a Cuban mentioned in

Vlahos s story, on a 2002 visit. "At his studio, I purchased a photo ofa

child riding a pig on the cobbled streets of Trinidad* It hangs in my
kitchen and makes me smile to remember Julio s warm family as well as

Enter the

Big Bend Excursion

SWEEPSTAKES!
One winner and guest will explore Big

Bend National Park’s breathtaking

scenic wonders and wildlife. Trek, bike,

bike, and river raft your way through an

action -packed Texas adventure including:

® 5-days/4-nights accommodations at

the luxurious Lajitas Golf Resort & Spa

® Round-trip coach-class air

transportation for two

@ Rental car for length of stay

® $200 in spending money

Enter daily to increase your

chances of winning!

nationaiseoeraphic.com/bi2benilexcursion

HURRY! Sweepstakes ends July 31, 2012.

fife a wfufe e/fie* countrtf.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. A PURCHASE WILL NOT INCREASE YOUR

CHANCES OF WINNING. OPEN TO LEGAL RESIDENTS OF THE SO UNITED

STATES AND D.C., 21 YEARS AND OLDER, EXCEPT EMPLOYEES OF

TEXAS OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND

TOURISM. VOID WHERE PROHIBITED. SWEEPSTAKES ENDS 7/31/12.

FOR OFFICIAL RULES, PRIZE DESCRIPTION. AND ODDS DISCLOSURE,

VIS IT WWW. NATIONALGEOGRAFHIC.COM/BIGBENDEXCURSIQN/.

SPONSOR: NGHTT, UC, D/B/A NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC DIGITAL MEDIA.

1145 17TH STREET N W, WASHINGTON D.C., 20036.

the other proud Cubans we met. I have

instructed my husband to grab that photo

in the event of a fire. Myjewelry isn’t

nearly as valuable as my memories of

Cuba—or that priceless souvenir.*

revved up "Rise and Shine Detroit”

(Mareh-April 2012) surprised readers, for

better and worse. “As a former resident

with family still there, I think the author

used a broad brush to paint Detroit into

something its not ” wrote Carole Vesely of

Houston, Texas. However, the majority

offered accolades for the positive cover-

age. "I must say, I have a whole new dew
of Detroit after reading your article ” com-
mented Kathy Tudor ofToronto. Detroit

local Renetta Kunnath ehimed in: “Born

and raised here in the 50s and
?

6Qs, I've

seen the good and bad. My husband and I

now live in the suburbs, but every chance

we get we go into the city for events, res-

taurants, and shopping at Eastern Mar-

ket. We wear our 'Old English D !

proudly,

at home and on our travels.”
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EVERYWHERE VISA IS ACCEPTED
“I read Access Denied' [Editors Note,

March-April 2012] while at Zagreb Air-

port,” wrote Anna Boldyreva of Moscow.

‘Tm an active young professional who
speaks four languages and loves to travel

The only obstacle: I was born and live

in Russia. My first consideration when
making travel plans is not what sights I’ll

see or which specialties 1*11 try, but how I

will get a visa. Russians need a visa to go

almost anywhere. Imagine traveling more
than 3,000 miles from Siberia to Moscow
to apply for a visa, waiting two weeks,

and still getting refused, fm not writing

to complain but to tell those VIPs behind

embassy walls that I will never give up.”

head in the clouds "I enjoyed the

photo of the Romanian countryside [Your

Shot/Travel, March-April 2012] ” wrote

Eric Hillstrom of Haymarket, Va. “But you

missed something: In the cloud, Zeus’s

face, beard, and outstretched arm are

dearly visible. The god of the sky indeed
*

TALK TO US E-MAIL: TRAVEL TALKtAA CS.ORG TWITTER: (SlXATGEOTRAVELER . FACEBOOK: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
TRAVELER . LETTERS: TRAVEL TALK EDITOR, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELER , 1145 1?TH ST. N.W. WASHINGTON,

IX’ 2OOS0-4B8&, INCLUDE ADDRESS AND DAYTIME TELLEHON L N UMBER. LETTERS WE PUBLISH MAY BE
EXCERPTED OR EDITED. SUBSCRIBER $F.RVICF.$ f NGTSFRVrCE COV OR CALL SOO-NGS-T.INF (647'5+<S3).
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Piney Woods Region

© In the Piney Woods

* region, the lakes, reser-

voirs, and rivers provide

a fisherman's paradise:

bass, catfish, and crap pie

are always biting.

Panhandle Plains

© Palo Duro Canyon amazes visitors with its plunging canyon

walls, multicolored strata, and soaring spires and pinnacles.

Mountain biking through the rugged yet breathtaking scenery

inspires true off-road nirvana.

Prairies & Lakes Region

© Northwest of Dallas, the 8,000-acre Grapevine

Lake offers rolling swells, perfect for windsurfing. Its

extensive shoreline offers more than nine miles of

wilderness trails.

Big Bend Region

© Big Bend National Park's 800,000 unspoiled

acres invite scenic exploration via hiking, hiking,

climbing, and camping. You can also kayak and

canoe.

or take

starlit

overnight

rafting excursions

down the Rio Grande River,

Gulf Coast Region

v South Padre Island on the

tropical tip of Texas is known

for its year-round sunshine and

flawless beaches. Water sports

of all levels are on tap, including

jet skiing, windsurfing, parasail-

ing, and deep-sea fishing.

Hill Country Region

© Catch the Batmobile, in Rocksprings,

to visit Devil's Sinkhole State Natural Area,

where the main attraction is the summer bat

spectacular. Watch the tornado of bats swarm

out of the cave for their nightly foraging.

South Texas Plains

©The Rio Grande Valley attracts

bird-watchers with its prime location

at the center of three major migratory

paths. You may spot more than 500 avian

species, including many tropical birds

found nowhere else in the United Stales.
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1,000,000,000...and Counting

M
aybe its a good thing those superjumbos are plying the skies, because annual

international tourist arrivals are set to hit a record one billion this year, according

to the United Nations World Tourism Organization. Who's going where, and

which places are poised for more company? Noted trend expert Glen Hiemstra,

founder ofFuturistcom and curator of Dothefuturexom, scanned the stats and offered

his crystal-b till assessment: ‘‘The one-billiontli tourist arrival in 2012 will be a Chi-

nese businessperson, part of a group visiting Chile, Peru, and Ecuador to investigate

future mining prospects, who with his group takes a side trip to see Machu Ficchu and
the Sacred Valley ofthe Inca” Hiemstra's vision builds on the merging of business and

pleasure travel, as well as the growing market in Asia and the rising profile oftourism

destinations in South America. The UNWTO is less inclined to offer such a specific

prediction. So who knows? That billionth tourist just may be you* —george w. stone
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Give Me Samoa

L
ocated between Hawaii and New Zealand

,
Samoa is a young country with old

traditions* Fifty years ago, after being ruled first by the U.S* and Germany and

then by New Zealand, the nine-island nation became the first Polynesian col-

ony to reestablish its independence. During the first week of June, Samoans
will celebrate the anniversary with parades and outrigger competitions* Taking

place at the same time, the Fifth International Tatau Festival includes live demos of

thopeti—a knee-to-waist tattoo—which is still applied by the excruciating ancient

technique using an ink-dipped comb and a mallet* Gain farther insight mtofau
Samoa, the traditional Samoan way of life, at a Sunday church service (98.9 per-

cent ofthe population is Christian). Afterward, many families eat their umu feast

of pork, seafood, and taro that has been cooked between hot stones and banana

leaves. Samoa's beaches and lagoons entice, but head inland for Papasee'a Sliding

Rock, a natural waterfall slide, and To Sua Ocean Trench, a giant swimming hole.

Author Robert Louis Stevenson, for one, was so taken with Samoa's natural beauty

and deeply cherished culture that he lived his final years here, —amson brick
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THENEIGHBORHOOD

AWarm Willkommen in Columbus

COLUMBUS,
OHIO Pan Calumbus

Inti- Airport

German
Village

O
hio s often under-

appreciated capita]

city celebrates its

bicentennial this

year. One of Columbus's

longest standing—and most

welcoming—pockets lies

just south ofdowntown:
German Village. Settled by

German immigrants in the

mid-180Os, the 223-acre

community possesses a quiet

charm, with its brick homes,

wrought-iron fences, and nar-

row brick -paved streets, “It

lias a European scale to it”

says Bethia Woolf owner of

Columbus Food Adventures,

One ofthe largest privately

restored neighborhoods on

the National Register of

Historic Places, German Vil-

lage opens its houses and

gardens to the public during

the annual Haus und Garten

tour (June 24- this year). The
mostly residential neighbor-

hood also harbors some ofthe

city’s best local shopping and

Lindey 7
s restaurant (left) on

a German Village corner;

photo-booth snaps and a
martini at Club 1S5 (top);

Schiller Park (ahtrve),

Pistacia Vera (6) Some say

this airy patisserie’s delicate

macarons—in unusual flavors

such as pink guava yuzu and
orange date— rival Laduree’s

in Paris, Linger over a cap-

puccino, or take a box ofsome
sweet treats to go,

Lindey’s (7) Diners have

splurged on rib eye and sea

scallops at this comer bistro

since 1981. Today you’ll find

locals enjoying happy hour

on the brick patio. Share

calamari or crab cakes from

the half-off bar menu, which

ranges from S4 to $7? until

6:30 p.m. on weekdays.

Club 1S5 (8) The fare leans

to the casual (burgers, meat-

loaf), but the buzzing, music-

fueled scene—complete with

a classic photo booth—makes
the bar one of Columbus's

hottest, —AubreAndrus
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foodie spots—including a new
outpost ofJeni’s Splendid Ice

Creams at 900 Mohawk St.

Skillet (1) With fewer than

ten tables inside, the popular

brunch spot always attracts

a line of locals out the door.

But dishes such as the duck

and sweet potato hash make it

worth the wait,

Schiller Park (2) Restored

brick homes surround a 23-

acre, picnic-friendly oasis.

Free Shakespeare plays run

Thursday through

Sunday nights in the

summer.

Old Mohawk (3) This

cozy neighborhood

bar is famed for its

(farm-raised) turtle

soup and bratwursts,

Helen Winnemore

Craft (4) In operation

since the 1930s, the

treasure trove of a

shop stocks American
artisan-made gifts

(ceramic drop ear-

rings, colorful glass

wind chimes).

Book Loft (5) A Ger-

man Village staple,

the store is a labyrinth

of 32 rooms with

books on every imag-

inable subject, from

boating to bodybuild-

ing to business.
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advertisement

EXPLORE YOUR WILD SIDE WITH A

ZOOCATION
IT’SALL THERAGE THIS SUMMER .

Some are calling it, "the adventure that keeps you adventuring.” Others

very originally call it, "something to keep the kids occupied lor a few
hours—maybe even days.” We call it a ZOOcation, How ever you want to

slice it, it’s the perfect way for families with kids to enjoy summer break.

It’s fun, outdoorsy, active, educational, and, did we mention, adventurous?

SO WHATISA ZOOCATION?
The brainchild of National Geographic and Travelodge, it’s a vacation

spent at, you guessed it, the zoo. The two adventure-minded brands teamed
up with participating zoos across the country {only the U.S., sorry, Canada) to

help kids and adults explore their wild side this summer. The deal is simple:

Stay a minimum of two nights at Travelodge, buy a full-priced adult ticket, and
get a kid's ticket free.

IS THEREA SWEEPSTAKES WITHA GRAND PRIZE?
Good question. Yes, the two companies are also hosting a sweepstakes with

an epic ZOOcation as the grand prize, called the Wild Weekend Adventure

sweeps. Simply enter* for a chance to win a getaway to any U.S. Travelodge
and enjoy a special behind-the-scenes tour of a nearby zoo. Plus, the winner

gets airfare, three nights at Travelodge, car rental, and more.

BEFORE YOUHEAD OUT ON
A ZOOCATION, A FEW TIPS:

Enjoy complimentary Bear

jUt Bites Breakfast*', high-speed

Internet, and more when you
stay at Travelodge.

While fanny packs are likely

to never come back in style,

carry a tote for all your kids’

(and your) essentials like

tissues, snacks, and sunscreen.

If adventure is in you,

Travelodge is for you.

1
Enter the Wild Weekend Adventure sweeps now at N alio nalGeograp hic.cQm/ZQQcali on

For details about our Guaranteed Best Rates program, please visit Travelodae.com. © 2012 Travelodge Hotels, Inc,

All rights reserved. All hotels are independently owned and operated. '''Only available at LLS. Travelodge properties.
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W
ITH THE MAJORITY of
the world's people

now dazzled by the

urban glare, an age-

old pursuit has again come
into the spotlight: stargazing..

At Australia's Royal National

Park south of Sydney* the full

:

moon brings out a stream of

hikers draped in glow sticks.

As well as-helping with head
counts, the plastic beacons

Night Raiders
. l. .

stoke the party spirit of the Desert, stargazing is always

group, gleeful to stay up just ' otherworldly; but it gets even

to see in the dark. Dubbed ' more intense in 2013 with

“moonwalks” by o utfitter the completion ofALMA, the

Under stand Down Under, " world’s most complex tele-

the treks begin with a sunset scope. (Nearby, San Pedro de

meal and a nocturnal photog-' Atacama has star tours-and
raphy 1 essonon Wattamolla ’ a publk observatory.) That

beach and end at sunrise '
. same Wonder 1 for the cosmos

after a night under a sky that has’spurred the International

guide Andy Riehards calls Dark-Sky Associatro n, an

“surreal.” In Chile’s Atacama anti-light-pollution group in

Arizona, to begin recognizing

places that showcase “natur al

nightscapes” at their clearest.

Among the premier picks

;

Natural Bridges National-

Monument in Utah and Gal-

loway Forest Park in Scotland.
££

People are delighted to be

in true darkness,” says Keith

Muir, Galloway’s tourism

director. “TheyVanever seen
it before.” —ELAINE C.LUSAC 1

At Utah’sArches

National Park,

hikerspause to

admire Delicate

Arch—and the

Milky Way.
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ZOOCATION

If adventure is in you, Travebdge is for you. Get a free kid’s ticket to a

participating zoo when you purchase a full-priced adult ticket and stay a

minimum of 2 nights at Travelodge*. Now you can enjoy the excitement

of the zoo along with free Internet, free Bear Bites Breakfast, and the

best rates, guaranteed. That’s a ZOOcation, Travelodge-style.

GUARANTEED BEST RATES
TRAVELODGE.COM
STAY CLOSE TO ADVENTURE"

Travelodge is a proud supporter of black bear conservation.

For details about our Guaranteed Best Ratos program, please visOtaveiodga^H^© 2Ql2Tratfflkdge Hotels, Inc. All rights reserved. All hotels are independently owned and operated-

Oniy available ai U.S. Travelodge properties
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New Orleans

EVENTS
CALENDAR

Do whatcha wanna.

LOUISIANA SEAFOOD FESTIVAL
JUNE 8-10

CREOLE TOMATO FESTIVAL
JUNE 9-10

CAJUN-ZVDECO FESTIVAL
JUNE 9-10

ESSENCE MUSIC FESTIVAL
JULY 6-8

TALES OF THE COCKTAIL
JULY 25-29

COOLINARY NEW ORLEANS
AUGUST 1-31

SATCHMOSUMMERFEST
AUGUST 2-5

WHITNEYWHITE LINEN NIGHT
AUGUST

4

p •

pai
fCNRiL M

Hill

m

0
SCAN AND PLAN.

Scan this tag forgreat

New Orleans vacation

deals and event info.

THEEVENT

Let the Games Begin

The sustainably designed and constructed Velodrome hosts track eyeling events.

B
ritain’s biggest public artwork, Anish Kapoor's bright red “Orbit"

debuts July 27 to mark the opening of the London 2012 Olympics.

Initially, only those with tickets to a sporting event will be able to

climb the 374-foot spiraling observation tower, as it's inside Olym-
pic Park, which won't open to the public until spring 2014.

Last-minute tickets may still be found through JetSet Sports or

Thomas Cook, but three Olympic events—road cycling, marathon, and

part of the triathlon—don t require tickets. Savvy locals will soak up the

sporting action at Hyde Park and Victoria Park, which will present live

coverage on jumbo screens, sports simulators (hockey, handball), and

free concerts. Mingle with athletes and fans at hospitality houses such

as Belgian House (based at Inner Temple, a 12th-century Inn of Court)

and Africa House (at Kensington Gardens). Casa Brasil takes over the

riverside Somerset House and will likely be throwing the town's hottest

party, as Brazil gears up for the 2016 Olympics in Rio de Janeiro.

The city also stages the 2012 London Festival, an arts showcase

running June 21-September 9. On July 21-22, musical stars from every

continent perform at six venues around town for a weekend of free music.

The Poetry Parnassus at the Southbank Centre brings together 204 poets,

one each from the competing Olympic nations, -rachel Howard
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Stampede Park offers rodeo events, midway rides, grandstand shows, andfire-works.

THEMILESTONE

Long Live the Rodeo Star

W
ESTERN Canada celebrates 100 years of the Calgary Stampede July

6-15. Vaudeville star Guy Weadick’s vision of an authentic rodeo

nods to nostalgia and changing times, now as in 1912. (Even its

first program lamented that “the great days of the cowboy have

passed ") Today a cosmopolitan oil and gas boomtown, Calgary pays

exuberant homage to its bucking-broncos heritage during the “greatest

outdoor show on Earth* when residents trade their suits for jeans and
ten-gallon hats to party down frontier style and watch top cowboys get

thrashed about by angry bulls. As legendary Calgary-area singer and

rancher Ian Tyson, the 2012 marshal of the opening day parade, says,

'The Stampede is a connection from the old days to the contemporary

Western lifestyle.*
5 Due to public outcry over horse deaths during the

signature chuck wagon race, the Stampede has in recent years instituted

strict safety rules, and vets use microchips to monitor animal health.

Must-dos: Breakfast on free pancakes (www.flupia^kfinder,com

X

wander
tepees at the Indian Village, and visit downtown's Glenbow Museum to

see 18 paintings by Charlie Russell—famed for his rich portrayals of the

unfenced West—that also showed at the first Stampede. For a break from
the fairgrounds' mini-doughnuts, follow Calgarians to the Alley Burger

food truck, serving burgers made from Alberta beef. —jeremy klaszus

2
o
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What s your idea ofAWAY? Wherever or whatever it is, an RV is the best way to find it on your terms, your frmetafefe.

itinerary . And it s more affordable ihan you might think-. To learn more
,
visit GoRVing.com and see an RV dealer.
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THEPERSON

Rink Leader

A
t every pivot, ice chips

spray off the skates of

hockey player Andrew

Ference, the fierce

defenseman for the 2011

Stanley Cup-winning Boston

Bruins. Outside the arena,

33-year-old Ference treads

gently. The avid environmen-

talist commutes by bicycle to

TD Garden, shares the joys of

composting at Boston schools,

and discusses renewable

energy with MIT students. In

2007, inspired by friend and
activist David Suzuki, Ference

lobbed a challenge to fellow

National Hockey League

players to go carIron neutral,

persuading 500-plus athletes

to offset their travel emissions

and bringing the green move-

ment into the locker room. He
starred this spring in National

Geographic Channel's Web
series Beyond the Puck.

How did you become an

environmentalist? I spent my
childhood in Canada playing

outside—skating on the ice,

making tree forts, snowboard-

ing. My family had our own
garden. We composted. I

earned my first income col-

lecting bottles from the house

to take to the recycling depots.

The activism side kicked in

when 1 had kids, I met Dr,

Suzuki around then. He
pushed me to be more public

with my environmentalism.

What's your take on the global

state of the environment?

Some people's ignorance

toward taking simple steps—

recycling, even just picking up

trash—to keep places beauti-

ful contuses me. The middle

ofAfrica might have bigger

issues to tackle than recycling*

hut what excuse do we have?

It's maddening. On the flip

side, some cities are initiating

incredible programs, from

composting to improving

energy efficiency, and these

days green technology often

makes economic sense, too.

During the off-season, what
kind of traveler are you?

My ’wife and I always make
friends with locals we meet,

like with surfinstructors who
have helped us. Weil go to

their houses for dinner, hang
out with their friends, learn

what the area is really about,

I find it silly to do the same
things you do at home.

Is travel part of your plan for

your kids? Definitely I want
my daughters to learn about

life outside our little bubble.

Travel is an extension of that.

But exposure to the real world

isn’t all doom and gloom: Tt s

about looking at what oth-

ers value—and what you can

draw happiness from.

Any places change you?
Traveling to Kenya in middle

school was an eye-opener.

Landing in Nairobi, with

crowds following and tugging

at us, I couldn't quite com-
prehend how different it was.

And yet we were given great

hospitality in communities

that have nothing. Getting out

ofyour comfort zone is what
travel is all about.

-KEITH BELLOWS

JULY 2 0 12

Andrew Ference at

the Charles River

Esplanade, a Bouton

park where he often

brings hisfamily.

PHOTOGRAPH BY HEATH ROBBINS
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VASQUE.COM THE JUXT
It's a long road that leads us to the bonfire, riddled with

weekdays and workdays, corridors and conference calls.

But Juxt gets us there. Comfortable enough to live in.

Tenacious enough to venture out. And laid back enough

to hang. Truly ready for whatever and then some.
Stan to lear« about Vasques heritage.
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Robbed? There
MayBe an Upside

T
welve years later, the memoiy ofthat day

in Miami remains with me, tender as an old

wound. Sometimes I enter a hotel room,

and it sneaks up and surprises me, like the

sudden stab of pain when a massage thera-

pist digs in too deep. First comes the shock

of the broken door lock, the empty closet

Followed by the aches of longing: For the

pink cotton dress I bargained like crazy to buy in Ubud,

its batik soft as velvet after dozens ofhand washings;

the clunky, well-worn sandals,

entrusted to the shoe minders at

so many Indian Hindu temples;

my passport, with its two page

inserts stamped and scribbled on

by eight years of globe-trotting.

Lost, all of it, forever.

Looking back now, I see I did all the

things a smart traveler isn't supposed to

do. My traveler's radar was offbeeause 1

wasn't, by my definition, traveling. This

was a weekend in Florida, not three

weeks in Florence. I was surrounded

by old friends; I was practically home.

Any remaining trace ofcaution I threw

into the Windev-blue sea and the warm
Miami winds that stirred the dry palm
trees and tickled the hair on my arms.

As 1 said, I'd dropped my guard. I hadn't registered the flimsy

lock on my door, or other warning signs that wrould have, in a more
foreign locale, made me wary—neglected* mildew-stained walls,

spotted carpets bubbling up in the halls. The two policemen who
took my theft report shrugged. Tins hotel hadjust been sold, they

told me, and the staff cut back. Perhaps there were disgruntled

ex-employees. Or ones who felt they had nothing to lose by looking

the other way In any case, by gathering my things so I could make
a fast getaway, Fd made one easy for the thief, too.

It wasn’tthe first time I'd had things I cared about taken from me.

I've lived in NewYork City for years and been burgled, had my wallet

lifted from my bag, and had my purse snatched twice. Yet nothing

compares to the punched-in-the-gut feeling that overwhelmed me
in that hotel room: It was all gone. Everything.

The “everything” I lost that morning, amounted to, exactly, one

carry-on bag filled with clothes, a pair of shoes, my passport, and

a computer. If somebody had robbed these things from my home,
I probably would have been relieved that it wasn’t worse. But when
we travel, the scale of things shifts. We’re no longer the center of

gravity in our small, cozy universe; instead we float without tether in

a vast, unfamiliar one. We may travel light, but the thingswe carry

become heavier, infused with the emotional heft ofwho we ate and

where we come from. Our possessions become home. I don't think

ofmyselfas a materialist, but the exaggerated importance T invest

in my stuff'when I’m on the road can he embarrassing. Once, I kept

a group of people on a Havana tour waiting 15 minutes in the bus

while I frantically ran back up to the hotel room to retrieve the ratty,

damp swimsuit Fd forgotten on the hook behind the bathroom door.

One summer, I had to fly from New York to Kolkata on a day

when airport security at JFK had ramped up so high that passengers

weren't allowed to carry anything with them on the plane except

what could fit into a small plastic bag; everything else had to be

checked in. "Now the worst thing that can happen,
3
1 quipped to a

fellow passenger, "is that the airline loses all our luggage.” Some-
where between New York and the stopover in Heathrow, it did.

Eight thousand miles and 28 hours later, this bedraggled traveler

staggered into the lobby of Kolkata’s

Qberoi Grand Hotel like a prisoner just

released from lockup, with nothing but

the clothes on my back and a Ziploc

bag containing my passport, wallet,

and toothbrush.

You're probably thinking this story

will end with a sudden epiphany—om
shantif—about the unimportance of

material things and the liberation that

traveling unencumbered by posses-

sions brings. Rut no. What happened
is this: I had the concierge summon a

tailor while I ran around to the bazaar

and bought armloads of exquisitely

hand-printed Indian cotton fabrics

and shawls, along with sundries, new
leather sandals, costumejewelry, and a

fat duffel hag in which to lug all ofmy
newly acquired material goods. Thus

rcencumbcrcd, I carried on with my travels through East India.

By the time the airline phoned, ten days later, and told me it had
found my luggage, I had almost forgotten Fd lost it. It surprised

me a lot that I rebounded so quickly. Like gas filling a balloon, all

the items I collected in Kolkata expanded to fill my empty travelers

bag, and heart. That's when it hit me: The ache I feel for things

that have gone missing while traveling isn't completely about the

things themselves. Lurking within that pain is a darker shadow of

sadness, the realization that eventually life's losses will amount to

far more than Balinese summer dresses and beloved clunky sandals.

The anguish oflosing something small when we travel makes us

tougher, better able to handle the next unexpected loss down the

road. I still feel a sore spot in my soul when I think ofthat long-gone

passport with the amazing visas. Still, I am grateful to that Miami
thief, and to travel, tor the rehearsals.

L(ff on the road holdsperils—andpayoffs.

Daisann MeLane is an editor at large. Follow heron Twitter @Daisann_McLane.
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We’veGotSpirit,

Fes, II eDo

O
UR MARCHING ORDERS READ: “SllOYV Up at

9 a.m. wearing sandals, sunscreen, and
sunglasses. We'll take care of the rest.*

The rest, Tm now discovering while

pulling on garish, flowery surfboarder

shorts, is an homage to Jimmy Buffett,

or what Vogue would call ‘'a fashion

don't for men” But on the Fourth ofJuly

in Telluride, Colorado, traditional style rules go up
in fireworks. That's particularly evident on Colorado

Avenue, a six-block stretch of

asphalt where the town and half

the surrounding counties gather

to celebrate. It's also where I and

29 other guys will be sporting

stuffed parrots on our heads.

Telluride an the Fourth is everything

I love about small-town parades. Its a

celebration that captures the spirit of

America—the idea that every voice

should be heard, every person encour-

aged to speak up to say a collective

“Happy Birthday, America !

” Telluri de’s

parade is the ultimate in participatory

democracy, because even those not

marching come dripping in patriotic

regalia. In heart and costume the performers and spectators are one.

Fve been to the Rose Parade, the Macv’s Thanksgiving extrava-

ganza, and other classic events where it seemed you were there to

cheer for the celebrities and applaud the workmanship of profes-

sional float builders. Sure, seeing a. rolling depiction ofman landing

on the moon, constructed ofhundreds ofthousands ofdelicate roses,

inspires oohs and aabs. But in places like Telluride, you're at the

parade to applaud your family, neighbors, and friends. The floats

might be kids waring in wagons pulled by their parents and civic

clubs tossing candy to the crowd from the beds ofpickups, spaced

out among dogs in bandannas and folks on Harleys.

Over the years, iVe witnessed this same spirit in numerous
small towrns, such as Crested Butte, another old Colorado mining

community turned resort town. At one parade there, participants

included ladies in saloon-era dresses on roller skates and anyone

who owned a unicyele, a pre-1970 ear, a horse, or a pair of stilts. My
favorite float was a flatbed tractor- trailer with a zip line, on which

the mayor rode over a burning fire pit and landed in a hot tub at

the other end. Presumably, the message was “Let's part}", America

P

Who wouldn't cheer that sentiment? Best of all, in Crested Butte,

the parade always ends in a townwide water fight.

Back in the mid-nineties there was one group in Telluride

noticeably absent from the spectacle. Oh, these merrymakers would

wear the red, white, and blue on the sidelines and cheer loudly for

those who did march, but they lacked the confidence to step onto the

main stage, probably because they didn't play instruments, didn’t

look good in sequins, and most of all were incapable of learning

the simplest dance moves—or even marching in step for more than

three paces. But in 1997, local Stu Fraser (now the mayor), after

watching his wife, Ginny, march in a group called the Rauneherettes,

decided men should also have the pleasure ofmaking fools ofthem-

selves in public. Six months later, he woke up in the middle ofthe

night, turned to his wife, and grunted, “Men without rhythm,’* She

replied, “The parade.” That brief dialogue, which might he worthy of

analysis in a different magazine, launched Stu's all-inclusive concept

That 2 a.m. revelation is the reason that on this Fourth of July,

an hour before the start ofthe parade, Tm sipping margaritas in a

parking lot \rith a group of individuals tiying desperately to master

Ginny’s choreography for “Margarita-

ville” and “Cheeseburger In Paradise.”

After we rehearse both songs a couple

of times, the jury is in, the verdict

unanimous. We are all starring in the

role we were born to play: Men With-

out Rhythm. There is some question

as to whether the halfhour of practice

or the half hour ofdrinking better pre-

pares us.

Overtheyears,Men Without Rhythm
have, to paraphrase Thoreau, marched
to the beat of a variety of drummers.
One time it was Elvis; another year

it was the Blues Brothers, The most
embarrassing costume, according to

Stu, was the Disco Chicks year, when
the guys donned bright skirts and

rainbow clown wigs. The most elaborate concept was the wedding

theme, which included a real eight-minute ceremony, right there

in front of the judges' stand. The guys carried canes, performed

“Puttin’ on the Ritz,” and wore top hats, bow ties, and white gloves.

Bottom line: Ifyou are ever in or near a small town in America on

the Fourth ofJuly, go to the parade.And ifyou feel like marching or

dancing, join in. Based on my experience, at least for one day, you’ll

feel as though you’re pait of something bigger, something special.

A word of caution, though: Your outlandish getup won't receive

the same reaction any other day. As part of our uniform, the Men
Without Rhythm also wear temporarytattoos ofcartoon char acters.

Mine is a Tinker Bell decal on my neck. The day after the parade,

at the airport, the Transportation Security Administration agent

stares at me for a minute, then asks, “Do you have a granddaughter?”

I hesitate. It’s a security question I’ve never been asked. Finally,

realizing she's staring at my neck, I mutter a vague explanation.

Then I hurry toward my gate before she orders a full-body search.

Unitedwe walk: SntaU-town paradesgo big.

Editor at large Boyd Matson hosts National Geographic Weekend on the radio.
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At Sisikon, Lake Lucerne Region

Switzerland, land of water.
2012 is all about water - and Switzerland is awash

with vacation opportunities to suit everyone.

Switzerland is in its element with water

because nothing symbolizes the country

more. Water creates landscapes of unique

beauty, highlighting Switzerland’s spec-

tacular mountains and tempting visitors

to be adventurous, to relax and have fun

-there’s so much water around that you’re

never more than 1 mile away from the

nearest waterfall, river or lake.

Water is an exceptional source of inspira-

tion. It’s unique and the special perspec-

tives it offers invite a host of summer

activities. Switzerland is proud to call itself

Europe’s reservoir. The rivers rising in its

mountains flow into the North Sea, the

Mediterranean and the Black Sea. Visitors

can enjoy the pure natural resource in

many ways. Clear mountain lakes invite

bathers to take the plunge, walking trails

hug vast reservoirs high in the Alps and

run alongside the rivers or past dramatic

waterfalls. Historic steamers and ultra-

modern ships ply the famous lakes and

refreshing all natural mineral water adds

sparkle to meals' Switzerland has an ama-

zing 40,500 miles of rivers and streams,

no fewer than 7,000 lakes, countless thun-

dering waterfalls and one more unique na-

ture experience that we owe to water - our

mythical glaciers of eternal ice. In summer,

there aren’t more refreshing places to

linger than by the water and Switzerland

is an expert in summer relaxation - just

dive in.

Plan a trip.

“MySwitzerland", the official iPad app

from Switzerland Tourism, provides

valuable information to enable you to

optimally plan your vacation. Whether

it‘s a summer adventure or a city trip, it

will inspire you with ideas for a perfect

vacation. Here, just learning about the

exciting experiences awaiting you is

going to be an adventure in itself!

For more information visit MySwitzerland.com
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f you’re taking a cruise in the eastern Mediterra-

nean this summer, you might see the capsized hull

ofthe Costa Concordia near the Italian port ofCivi-

tavecchia,, off Giglio Island. The partially sunken
ship will likely dredge up an emotion from deep in

the subconscious ofmany travelers: a primal fear

that their own cruise ship will sink (or catch on fire

as another Costa vessel did earlier this year), that

their hotel willbum to the ground, or—the mother of all

travel phobias—that their plane will fall out of the sky,

exploding on impact just like in

the movies* T Up to 13 percent

of people fear flying at some
point in their lives, according to

psychologist Jonathan Bricker

of the University ofWashington,

though many experts believe the actual

number is far higher*

And up to 1 in 10 has a fear ofdrown-

ing* (Avoid the 3-D version of Titanic

ifyou fall in that category.) “I’m really

worried/* said Betty Westbrook, a

reader from Allen, Texas, who con-

tacted me after the Costa sinking to

see if she could cancel her Caribbean

cruise* She told me the news coverage

ofthe accident made her rethink the idea ofa vacation at sea. (She

eventually went and had a great time.)

Its enough to make anyone reach for the Xanax. My own personal

travel nightmare is getting swept away by a monster wave. Being

evacuated from my Hawaii hotel after a tsunami alert last year—

a

false alarm, fortunately—didn’t help.

But what, really, are the chances any ofour hidden nightmares

will come true? Here, the actuaries who compile risk tables might

work better than anti-anxiety pills. The probability ofyour next

cruise goin’ all Titanic? No reliable numbers exist, so I crunched my
own out ofthe publicly available statistics. Not counting the recent

Costa Concordia incident, its 1 in 6 million. Death by tsunami? For

the average landlockedAmerican with two weeks ofbeach vacation,

it's highly improbable* Turns out we’re far more likely to be hit by

lightning: a probability of 1 in a million annually, according to the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (although as a

Floridian* I have worse odds, says Fred Kilbourne, who, as a matter

of fact, is an actuary). As for the odds ofdying in a commercial jet

crash: around 1 in 11 million.

A word about the numbers quoted here: They range widely,

depending on the factors used, but while experts can quibble over

the specifics, they agree on one thing: These arc highly unlikely

events* So ifthe people who run the life insurance numbers aren’t

worried, maybe we shouldn’t be either. Here’s even better news: If

your plane does crash in the U.S., there’s a 95.7 percent chance of

surviving, according to the National Transportation Safety Board.

Another common tourist’s fear, dying from a terrorist attack, is

similarly improbable. Ofcourse, there again, it depends on how you

define “terrorist” and “tourist.” But any way you look at it, there are

other things far likelier to kill you. In fact, the attack you should

be concerned with is a heart attack, since you’re 23,976 times as

likely to expire from heart disease as from an evil-doing extremist*

To paraphrase pop psychologist Wayne Dyer, why worry about

the things you can’t control? Instead, worry about the things you

can control. Like what? Traffic accidents,” says Alex Ping, a regional

security' director at International SOS, a travel assistance company
based near Philadelphia. "More than anything else, they represent

the main risk—anywhere, but especially in a foreign country.”

Indeed, an average of3,287 people die

in a car crash every day around the

world, and your odds of perishing in

one are a brow-raising 1 in 88*

You can reduce those chances. Puig

recommends that if you’re traveling

abroad, you leave the driving to some-

one else unless you know the roads

well, which I interpret to mean you

were horn and raised there* Other-

wise, hire a driver or take some other

safe and reliable mode oftransit (think

train, not rickshaw).

Here’s another statistic that travel-

ers so focused on dying in a fiery or

otherwise graphic manner* like a shark

attack, rarely consider: Ifyou’re visit-

ing a developing country, there’s a 5 to

8 percent chance of requiring medical care. Hospitals can he iffy ;

you might get taken to a clinic that approaches U.S* standards, or

you could have your broken bone set by the local medicine man*
Fortunately, you aren’t completely subject to the Fates here either:

You can buy travel insurance and a medical evacuation plan, carry

a first-aid kit, and ofcourse take common-sense precautions such

as not swimming in an area where sharks have been sighted.

Not only are we fretting about the wrong things, but we don’t

know when to stop* As this magazine’s reader advocate, I spend

a fair amount of time fielding frivolous complaints from travel-

ers who are torqued that their travel agent screwed up the dinner

reservations on their cruise or that the pool in their hotel wasn’t

open during their stay. People, I sometimes want to say, you didn't

drown and you didn’t pick up a nasty norovirus. Enough already.

So next time you travel, plan for things you can control. And do

all your worrying in the cab on your way to the airport, which is

arguably the most dangerous part ofyour trip*

Fearfaetor: the Costa Concordia earlier this year*

Editor at large Christopher Elliott writes about consumer travel issues. E-mailhim at celliott@ngs.org.
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Green Class:

ReadyforTaleeoJf?

A
cool mist falls as I navigate among moss-

covered trees and clumps of nettles, grab-

bing at vines to pull myself up Mount
Visoke in Rwanda. It's 19&7 and mountain

gorillas are teetering on the edge of extinc-

tion—there are fewer than 300 of these

great apes left in the wild. My guide stops

suddenly and motions for me to get low to

the ground. He grunts, alerting the gorillas that humans
are in their midst, then he slowly parts the underbrush:

Ten feet away is a family offive;

the silverback gazes at me and
then continues digging up shoots

to eat. It remains one ofmy most

indelible travel memories, 1
Today, thanks in part to tourists

visiting with distant primate cousins in

thejungle, the mountain gorilla popu-

lation has more than doubled—a step

back from the brink of extinction. An
incredible achievement. Ah, but here's

the rub: To reach these precious wild-

life enclaves travelers must fly, spevring

carbon dioxide into the atmosphere and

accelerating climate change that threat-

ens the Earth we aim to protect.

So how do we get air travel right, both now and for the future?

It*s a nagging issue that airlines are increasingly under pressure

to address. Aviation actually contributes some 3 percent of global

carbon emissions. Compared with deforestation, which accounts

for almost 20 percent ofharmful Co2—more than all forms of trans-

portation combined—that isn't much.

Yet more planes are taking offeach year and releasingcarbon—up
more than II percent from 2005 to 2010. In response, airlines are

investing heavily in green technology, like upgrading old fleets with

newer, more fuel-efficient aircraft. Casein point: Singapore Airlines

recently added to its popularJFK sendee the Airbus A380—one of

the most advanced planes in the sky, which has the potential to burn

some 20 percent less fuel than most other aircraft. In April, Japan

Airlines rolled out the Boeing 7&7 Dreamliner, billed as the world’s

first “eco-friendly” airplane for its lighter composite construction,

fuel -efficient engines, and improved aerodynamics (proponents

compare it to driving a hybrid car). But on a planet already facing

the impact ofclimate change, from the bleaching of coral reefs to

the shrinking ofsea ice, many say it is not enough.

In January 2012, the European Union demanded that air-

lines reduce emissions or pay a pollution tax in order to land

on European runways. But many airlines are balking at the

potential price—$670 million in 2012 alone and predicted to rise,

according to one study More than two dozen countries have

objected to the rules as expensive and unfair.

One airline that has agreed to abide by the new EU rules is Virgin

Atlantic, “We need to he thinking much bigger,” says its vision-

ary founder and CEO, Richard Branson. “We have to replace the

conventional dirty fuels we rely on that are destroying the planet,*

Branson has pledged more than a billion dollars toward alternative-

fuel research in a bid to change aviation history. Last October, Virgin

announced it is getting closer: Using technology to recycle industrial

waste gases from steel production, it has developed an alterna-

tive fuel that Branson claims will halve the carbon emissions of

today's standard jet fuel. Virgin plans to launch the first “demo"
flight within the next 12 months and begin long-haul routes in two

to three years. “This is a major step toward radically reducing our

carbon footprint from air travel," Branson told me.

That is the kind ofapproach needed

so we can maintain the conservation

benefits flying can deliver: In Brazil,

nearly half of the Pantanal, arguably

the world’s largest freshwater wetland,

has become a giant holding pen for the

beef industry^; that tourists are willing

to travel there to see its rare wildlife

may help save it from destruction.

And in the seas from the Philippines

to the Solomon Islands (the famed
Coral Triangle), home to more fish and

coral species than any other place on

the planet, tourism dollars are a key

incentive for governments to create

marine reserves as a refuge from high-

tech fishing trawlers. All ofwhich keeps

me biking offfor far-flung destinations.

Until we can fly green class, what’s a well-meaning traveler to

do? Here are a few stop-gap measures: Buy carbon offsets from

a reputable, independently audited group (two good ones are

myclimate.org and climatecare,org) so that when you take to the

skies, the carbon emitted is neutralized by renewable-energy"

projects. Also, that old travel tip to pack lighter has a new green

meaning—fewer pounds ofluggage add up to a lot offuel savings.

Book yourself on the most ecological route—routeRANK.com is

a travel search engine endorsed by World Wildlife Fund that can

help you do that. And consider longer but fewer trips: Bey ond the

carbon savings, you’ll benefit from the deep dives into local nature

and culture.

What's next on my bucket list? Indonesia’s Tanjung Puting

National Park on Borneo. In this remote rain forest frontier resides

another distant relation also dangling on the thread ofextinction—

the orangutan. Tourism is helping to keep that thread from break-

ing. Call it the power of travel.

Thefuel efficient Boeing 787Dreamliner*

Editor at large Costas Christ rentes about the changing world oftravel E-mail him through
r

IVavel_Talk@ngs.org.
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Welcome to Whistler's . ,

warmer side

Celebrate summer like you

did as a child by visiting

the mountain playground of

Whistler, The refreshing air

and stunning scenery will

immediately lighten your

soul and fill you with youth-

ful enthusiasm, and that is

only the beginning. An
escape to Whistler will

revive your memories of

perfect summers as you

explore the lofty peaks,

plunge into the clear

mountain waters, or

unwind in the valley.

Mountain Memories
While skiing on Horst-

man Glacier extends into

summer,Whistler 's slopes

flourish with adventure as

the weather warms. Moun-
tain biking is thrilling

for all levels with expert

terrain, a bike park, and
easy trails for beginners,

all accessible by the

expansive lift-service,

Hiking trails can be found

throughout the area’s

diverse ecosystem, and
for spectacular views and

access to alpine meadows
and lush min forests, the

PEAK 2 PEAK Gondola

ride is unsurpassed.

Wonderful Waters

Soaking inWhistler’s

majestic mountains while

dipping in the fresh lakes

is the best way to cool off

during a warm day. The

sandy beaches of Lost

Lake Park are prime for

lounging and picnicking

with the whole family

—

even the dogl Alta Lake

offers beach volleyball

courts, children's play

spaces, and plenty of

room to relax. Nearly

every water source in the

vicinity offers canoeing,

kayaking, and swimming.

When the snow melts, the

rivers run rapid and offer

white-water rafting with

many excursion options.

Anglers will head to pris-

tine freshwater streams

for rainbow trout, Dolly

Varden char, or salmon,

Valley Views

Run, roDerblade, or bike

the 40-kilometer Valley

Trail that connects the

verdant parks, beaches,

and lakes in the valley

The picturesque,

pedestrian-only Whistler

Village draws crowds for

its distinctive shops and

restaurants. Stop over at

Olympic Plaza for events

or to view memorabilia

from the 2010 Games, and

stroll the stone walkways

to find entertainers and

musicians amusing

visitors and locals alike.

Four signature golf

courses pepper the area

and offer some of the best

opportunities to see the

alpine vistas.

^VWHISTLER
BRITISH COLUMBIA

Visit

Whistler.com
for more inspiration

and all your trip

planning needs.
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summer.,
Whistler

There's an art to creating the perfect summer,

An attitude. A mantra. A set of rules that will set

you free. Whether you re in the mood to chill,

connect, meander or adventure, you'll find 16 ways

to make the most of your summer vacation at

WH1STLER.COM
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Cape Town Calling
FROM PENGUINS TO POLITICS IN THIS WORLDLY SOUTH AFRICAN CITY

By KAREN LEIGH

Y
es, vineyards may surround

it, and oenophiles may sip glass

after glass at its waterside cafes,

but there’s more to Cape Town
than wine. This sunny coastal

city, long divided between the

wealthy metropolis and outlying townships,

was revitalized by the 2010 World Cup,

with improvements to public transporta-

tion and the grimy downtown area known
as City Bowl. Main draws include hiking,

kite-surfing, miles of sandy beaches, and

a world-class shopping and dining scene,

all less than an hour and a half’s drive to

the stoned Cape ofGood Hope. Neverthe-

less, ongoing racial tensions—though not a

threat to visitors’ safety in central areas of

town—are a haunting legacy of apartheid.

what to do After a multimillion-dollar

renovation, the Robben Island Museum,
where former President Nelson Mandela
spent 18 of his 27 years in prison during

apartheid, reopened to the public in 1997-

Visitors arrive at the World Heritage site

by ferries departing from a waterfront ter-

minal and are taken to what used to be the

island’s maximum-security prison, where

they see Mandela's cell. The island also

serves as a nature conservation area, home
to the African penguin and herds ofspring-

bok, South Africa’s beloved national mascot.

The frequently foggy flat top of Table

Mountain, in expansive Table Mountain

National Park, dominates this city’s every

vista, Most tourists opt to take an aerial

cableway, which reaches the top in five

minutes, though there’s a steep path all the

way to the summit for hardy hikers. Once
there, replenish at the Table Mountain Cafe.

Visitors meander along level hiking trails or

simply admire the view from a bench near

the mountain’s edge.

On the other side of the park is the Sil-

vertnine Nature Reserve. Once a site of

Dutch silver prospecting, it’s now a popu-

lar spot for a leisurely stroll and features

a wheelchair-accessible boardwalk. “Being
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here feels as if you’re in the countryside
*

says Kathryn Pettit, business and project

manager at Cape Town’s African Impact,

a leading volunteer-tourism organization.

“The lake is always warm and a deep red

in color”

At the foot ofTable Mountain and cover-

ing more than 1,235 acres, the Kirstenbosch

National Botanic Garden was the first gar-

den devoted to flora native to South Africa.

A sculpture garden displays contemporary

African stone artwork. Easy-to-follow

trails wind through fynbos (shrubland)

and mountain forest. The strenuous Smuts

Track (named after former Prime Minister

Jan Smuts) traverses Skeleton Gorge. In

summer, a Sunday-evening concert series

brings out residents and tourists.

In a sprawling art deco building, the

South African National Gallery's permanent
collection includes African and European

art, beadwork, masks, and sculpture, and

its temporary exhibits showcase local talent,

such as Peter Clarke, whose multimedia
works have made him one of Cape Towns
most acclaimed artists,

Nearby stand the Houses of Parliament,

with their porticos, red walls, and towering

white columns. Dating back to 1885, the

complex includes the Library ofParliament

and is the site of the annual State of the

Nation address. Buy tickets for the public

gallery and cheek out the live parliamentary

sessions (only allowed the first six months
of the year), or take a guided tour of the

facilities. Afterward, walk next door to the

Tuynhuys, South Africa’s official presidential

residence. From its famous steps in 1952,

former President F. W. de Klerk announced

that his country had “closed the door”

on apartheid.

where to shop Situated on atree-shaded,

cobbled square in the business district, the

open-air Green Market has aisles packed

with jewelry, textiles, paintings, and curi-

osities from every comer ofSouth Africa—

but be prepared to haggle. Musicians and
other characters populate the square, built

in 1696 as a trading post; find a good bench

to sit and people-watch.

The Victoria and Alfred Waterfront is

Cape Town’s epicenter for shopping and
dining. More than 450 retail outlets have

set up shop here, flanked by a breezy seaside

boardwalk. Check out the Victorian Gothic-

style clock tower and then hop a ride on the

131-foot-high observation wheel.

Surrounding an outdoor courtyard, the

shops at Cape Quarter Lifestyle Village—

a development in the chic Green Point

neighborhood— sell contemporary African

crafts, locally designed fashions, and home
decor. The Quarter is designed in the Cape

Mala} r architectural style influenced by the

area’s Dutch settlers, with dark beams and

multicolored facades.

The Red Shed Craft Workshop, on the

V&A Waterfront, provides an alternative

to megamail glitz. Bargain hunters troll

stalls for recycled-glass vases, antique silver

jewelry from Ethiopia, and hand-painted

cushions in safari animal shapes.

WHERE TO EAT Long Street—a traditional

backpackers’ huh—is lined with one-of-a-

kind craft shops and eateries in every price

range, open until early morning, when Cape

Town’s liveliest avenue finally closes down.

The menu at Long Street Cafe, located in

a former bookstore, runs the quirky gamut
from Thai wraps to waffles and ice cream.

Join the cosmopolitan crowd for Wednes-
day night karaoke. Down the street, Lola’s

lists its fare on a chalkboard; sweet corn

fritters, anchovies on toast, and steamed
west coast mussels. At Fork, the seasonal

small-plates menu ranges from deep-fried

goat cheese with port-and-onion marma-
lade to mini kudu (antelope) fillets with

chili potato puree.

In Camps Bay, an affluent area sand-

wiched between white-sand beaches and
the far side of Table Mountain, Camps Bay

Retreat hotel holds a traditional South
African braai (barbecue) on Wednesdays
and Saturdays amid impeccable lawns,

herb gardens, and restored fynbos ($39
per person).

Roundhouse, in a 1786 former guard sta-

tion, features contemporary South African

cuisine and a long wine list. Its more casual,

outdoor sister, Rumbullion, serves picnic-

style breakfasts and lunch pizzas with

expansive views of Camps Bay and the

Twelve Apostles mountain range.

Though its decor and formal ambi-

ence now come off as a bit dated, La Per Ia

in beachy Sea Point has become a local

legend since opening in 1959 (Marlene

Dietrich once ate here). Stick to the fresh

seafood, and request a seat on the recently

refurbished terrace, a popular spot for

“sundowners,” the British colonial tradition

ofoutdoor sunset cocktails.

Fork restaurant (above) looks out onto nightlife huhLong Street. During apartheid.

Nelson Mandela spent 18 years in Robben IslandPrisonf now a museum (top).
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Navigate Norway with
our Digital Nomad

Follow the adventures of Andrew

Evans, National Geographic Traveler's

Digital Nomad, as he explores

Norway's wild side! Hell hike

granite peaks, sail the country's

famous fjords, and unlock Oslo's

exciting rhythm.

Andrew will share his minute-by-

minute Norway discoveries online

and right to your phone. Follow

along to fall in Love with Norway,

test your travel IQ, and discover

amazing places, as Notional Geographic

Traveler brings you the best informa-

tion to inspire adventures of your own.

FOLLOW HIM

On Twitter @WheresAndrew

READ ABOUT HIS JOURNEY!

NationaLGeoqraphic.com/digitalrioniad

NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC
.COM



WORLD TRAVEL &TOURISM COUNCIL

Tourism forTomorrow
AWARDS 2012 - WINNERS

it

Congratulations to the winners of the

WTTC Tourism for Tomorrow 2012 Awards
Recognising best practice in sustainable tourism

across the world, the WTTC Tourism for Tomorrow

Awards are among the highest accolades in the global

Travel & Tourism industry. Winners are recognised as

truly inspirational champions of responsible business

practice. The future of Travel & Tourism goes hand

in hand with the future of our planet in all its natural

beauty and diversity. That's why WTTC exists to

maximise the sustainable growth of the industry in a

way which will conserve and protect our environment

for the enjoyment of all: local people, businesses,

wildlife and tourists alike.

Winner of the Community Benefit Award

SAUNDERS HOTEL GROUP

Winner of the Conservation Award

INKATERRA

Winner of the Destination Stewardship Award

DESTINATION R0ROS

Winner of the Global Tourism Business Award

BANYAN TREE HOTELS & RESORTS

Strategic Partners:

Travelpon
%to.

nfcwiLPnimjOTKh

You’ll find 201 2’s success stories at

TOURISMFORTOMORROW.COM



FjordHopping
FARMSTEADSTURNNORWAY INTO AMIDSUMMERS DREAM

By RAPHAEL KADUSHIN

traditionalNorwegianfarmhouse overlooking the 728-mile-long SognefjortLThe 1850# Nes Gardbed-and-breakfast is a

T
he upstart chic resort, complete

with the inevitable martini bar and

spa, maybe taking rootjust about

everywhere these days. But in

Norway, the trendiest things going

arc the centuries-old farmsteads

that have been converted into all-purpose

Nordic getaways. The top-of-the-world

retreats are at their best in the summer,
when the diversions include everything

from river rafting to alfresco concerts, and

the views are particularly ethereal. True,

you won't see any stylish infinity pools out-

side your window. But the timeless curve of

a Norwegian fjord should make up for that.

old guard The pastoral Nes Gard inn sits

atthe end of the Sogneijord, Norways longest

and deepest fjord, and the most appropriate

approach is by boat from Bergen (express

buses and boats also stop at the nearby

town of Sogndal). The circa 1850 bed-

and-breakfast, on land owned by the same
intrepid family for nearly 200 years, fea-

tures a total of14 rooms (nine with private

bath), and the inn provides enough activi-

ties to approximate a Nordic triathlon.

Guided and independent hikes on more
than 30 marked mountain and glacier h ails

take you past Feigum Waterfall, one of

Scandinavia
5

s highest, while bicycle day

trips along lakeside roads take you to the

oldest stave church in Norway But you can

also dive into the fjord, paddle a rowboat,

hire a motorboat, and ski the nearby moun-
tain peaks even in mid-July, in the land

where things are slow to thaw. “Or our

guests can just pick the sweet cherries,

plums, and apples from our orchard ” says

manager Asbjorn Manum, who knowTs

visitors will be content to sit and enjoy the

scenery. From $78 per person per night

a royal fit West Norway's charming Side

Gard offers four guest rooms in its bed-and-

breakfast overlooking a shimmering slice

of the Olensfjord, The homey rooms are

a typical haven ofcarved wooden beds and
duvets embroidered with colorful floral

garlands, but it was the culinary flair of

owner Johanne Marie Hcggebo that lured

Notway's Crown Prince Haakon and his

wife to the outpost in 2009- While guests

can hunt for mountain cloudberries them-
selves, most prefer to let Heggebo source

her own ingredients for a locavore feast. “1

like to make dishes with a flavor ofthe area.

STAY LIST
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Ready for Adventure

Lightjilhi a coxy room at Sygard Giytting, afamily-run inn

andfarm that dates to 1300 near Lillehammer, Norway.

like salmon or a soup made ofblue mussels
”
she says. Also evoking

the flavor ofthe area is the fieestanding summer-housewhere Heggebo
serves the food, in front of an open fire, while guests sit on benches

cushioned by sheep fleece* From $173 for a double room,

MOUKTAIN MUSICALS Located in south-central Norway, 44 miles

north of Lfllehammer, Sygard Grytting is one ofNorway’s oldest

wooden hotels. During the summer season you. can slumber in the

700-year-old ‘Jangloft the only medieval hostel still in use in

Norway, where the spare accommodations are limited to bunk beds*

Rut most guests opt for the comfort of the 17th- to 19th-century

log buildings featuring rooms dressed up with lace curtains and

iron beds with pillowy duvets. Dining at the inn is one ofthe high-

lights for guests* Home-cooked meals are prepared vrith lamb from

the farm, local elk and reindeer, and fresh lake trout. The farm’s

hemes are turned into comforting cobblers. Fittingly, Hilde and

Stig Grytting, the 16th-generation owners of the inn, make sure

guests get a dose of real cultural immersion. In winter that means
sleigh rides. But summer offers a full calendar of outdoor events,

including mountain concerts ofNorwegian folk music and the epic

lakeside performance, in August, ofHenrik Ibsens classic play Peer

GynL From $91 at the langloft and S173 for the other buildings.

midsummer dreams Situated above the Nordfjord in western

Norway, Ned reberg is as much an open-air museum as a rustic

inn* Guests can join the monthly knitting club in the 19th-century

schoolhouse, feed horses in the riding paddock, learn how to bake

Norwegian flatbread, and blew beer in the summerhouse kitchen.

The farm’s museum exhibits pay homage to regional textiles. The
most popular guest rooms are in wrooden houses spread out over

the farmstead, which offer decorative wrooden beds painted cherry

red. By June, once things thaw, the more adventurous can make the

3O-minute hike up through hills to the summer farm, where there

are three beds, aloft for children, and the sleep-inducing music
ofa mountain river flowingjust outside. From $87 at the summer
farm and $258 at the inn.
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A SliceofHeaven
TASTING IBERICO HAM IN SALAMANCA

I

N a country where ham is king, Spain’sjamdra iberico reigns supreme.

Though other dry-cured Spanish hams abound, the pricey rosy-hued, and

deeply flavored Iberico ham comes from a unique source: native Iberian

pigs raised in Salamanca Province and two other regions in Spain. Sold

throughout the country, the hams are on full, delectable display in the his-

toric heart ofSalamanca city at the Mercado Central, a 1909 public market

next to Plaza Mayor. Here, I? butchers carve thin, off-the-hoof slices from

a range of Ibericos, including top-of-the-line bellota hams from free-range

pigs on an acorn diet (about $59 per pound). For the best selection, locals

recommend the counters ofJavier Vicente or Hi]os de Nicolas Hernandez*

One block away, in the modern dining room of Restaurante Tablanca, chef

Carlos Barco goes whole hog—literally—offering ham by the slice but also

Iberico pork dishes like an entire roast suckling pig and slow-cooked cheeks

flavored with vanilla. Thirty miles south, the faint fruity and nutty7 whiff

ofham on the streets of Guijuelo is one clue that Iberico production hap-

pens in this workaday town* During Spanish-language tours ofham-maker
Julian Martin ($40, reservations required), you’ll enter a virtual cathedral

ofham suspended in dark cellars, try your hand at carving, and sample bel-

lota ham—washed down with good Spanish red wine* —Christopher hall

Slices ofIberico ham are vailed by hand and beat sampled withoutany condiments*

LOCAL FLAVOR
AMsgiim

READY FOR

ADVENTURE

With SPOT Satellite

GPS Messenger " and

SPOT Connect^ you'll

be safer, more prepared,

and better connected.

SPOT has initiated more than

1JQQ rescues worldwide via

1 00% satellite technology and

provides numerous ways to stay

connected while off the grid.

Also, check out SPOT Adventures,

which lets you share your

adventures, photos, videos, and

more via Google Maps*’ Your

adventure is calling-get ready?

ReadyWithSPOT.com
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Kids measure their wingspans againstthe outlines ofnative birds in the rainforest area ofthe CapilanoSuspension Bridge,

FreshAir in Vancouver
GETYOUR GRASS STAINS ON WITH THESE OUTDOORADVENTURES

N
|

g destination rolls out the green

carpet better than Vancouver,

British Columbia. This city, tilled

with more than 200 parks, dou-

bles as a giant playground, poised

on the Strait of Georgia* “Sum-
mer is the perfect time to visit Vancouver”

says Patricia Thomson, executive director

of the Stanley Park Ecology Society. “If it's

a hot day, you can enjoy sandy beaches or,

in a two-minute walk, pop into eool forest

trails to see trees more than 600 years old”

treetop trails Crossing the Capilano

Suspension Bridge has been an I-dare-

you experience since 1885* At the year-old

ClifFwalk, follow suspended and canti-

levered walkways, some of them glass,

edging a sheer granite face high above the

canyon. Then, step onto the 450-foot-long

suspension bridge 230 feet in the air over

By LORA SHINN

the Capilano River* Across the canyon, kids

take the lead at Treetops Adventure, a net-

work ofcable bridges and platforms at bird-

ievel view^points; listen and look for heions

and woodpeckers.

mountain high Only 15 minutes from

downtown Vancouver, Grouse Mountain

offers a ski resort inside city limits* On a

clear day, board the Swiss-engineered

Skyride gondola for the one-mile aseent

(a window-facing spot may offer glimpses

of wolves). At the resort, a golden eagle

hunts prey at the Birds in Motion demo,

grizzly bears nuzzle at the Wildlife Refuge,

and rangers due kids in on fun facts, such

as how bam owls are the stealth bombers
of the bird w orld* The on-site Lupins Cafe

dishes up Canadian pontine (french fries

smothered in cheese curds and gravy) and

views ofVancouver Island.

PARK PLEASURES Larger than Central

Park in New York City, Stanley Park con-

nects North Vancouver's mountains with

the city. Rent bikes and cycle the park's

seawall past a collection of totem poles

at Brockton Point* More than 40 miles of

fir-scented hikes thread through the park;

glimpse a beaver lodge along the Beaver

Lake Nature Trail* Board a miniature train

and chug through a temperate rain forest.

top flight For a serious thrill, climb

aboard a seaplane with carbon-neutral

Harbour Air for an aerial tour of the city,

surrounding parks and beaches, and North
Shore Mountains. The propeller-powered

planes take off and land in Coal Harbour. As

you swoop over the city's Granville Market
and the Convention Center’s grass-covered

rooftop, you may find that green isn’t just a

color but a Vancouver state of mind.*

FAMILY TIME

I

1

I

1

I
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ZOOM LENS

VJamrofi AF 18-270mm F3.5-6.3 Oi II VC PZD

18-270mm F/3.5-6.3 Di II VC PZD
Astonishingly compact and lightweight, this 1 5X all-in-one zoom features Tamron VC (Vibration

Compensation) to eliminate bfur caused by camera shake, along with a fast, quiet PZD (Piezo Drive)

autofocus mechanism. Reveal more of your camera's potential and capture the moment

with outstanding clarity and sharpness with Tamron s all-in-one zoom.

(Model BOOS) Compatible mounts fgr Canon, Nikon and Sony' DSLRs.

‘ Sony dig ial SLR camera bwfiss rely on ilic carrrera'a mage stabiliiston function, For Lhat 'casson, he VC tWbratfoo Compensation)

iniayy slabilieil'urs function * omitted figm lenses. n:gnu fectuitd v.-Lh Sony DSL# rroount

Focal length: 270mrit (equivalenl Ta 4 IBmm) Exposure: F/6.3 1/6JO sac ISO320 WB: Auto Handheld

TAmnon
New eyes for industry

www.tamron-usa.com



Fremantlefeatures century-old limestone buildings (left) and house-crafted beerfrom the Little Creatures Brewery (right).

Down UnderDelights
OFF-THE-SHIP EXCURSIONS IN FREMANTLE,AN EASYGOING AUSSIETOWN

O
nce Australia’s roughest port

town ruled by those of ill repute,

Fremantle or "Freo ” 30 minutes

southwest of Perth, dramati-

cally changed in the 1950s with

a new wave of European immi-

grants* Then in 1983, after Australia won
the America’s Cup and Fremantle looked

forward to hosting the sailing race in 1987*

the locals rejoiced and the town’s streets

became lined with cafes, boutiques, muse-
ums. and buskers. The revelers may have

dispersed, but the party stuck around*

SEAFARERS, ARTISTS. AND MISFITS Check

out the America’s Cup winning yacht and

an old pearling lugger (the boat pearl-shell

divers operated) displayed at the modern,

steel-and-glass Western Australian Maritime

Museum on Victoria Quay, Nearby, stroll

the In-acre Fremantle Prison and discover

its gruesome past as you visit the gallows

where hangings took place on Monday
mornings right up until 1964*. In 2010, the

limestone prison was the first building in

Western Australia granted UNESCO World

By CARMEN JENNER

Heritage status. Climb down steel ladders

to the labyrinth 65 feet below, where pris-

oners were ordered to hard labor in the

tunnels that served as a water catchment.

On Wednesday and Friday nights, meet at

the prison gatehouse for a guided, torehlit

tour* Make your own great escape to the

neo-Gothic Fremantle Arts Centre, built

by convicts in 1864 as a criminal lunatic

asylum, to view one ofthe largest collections

oflocal and Australian art in the state, and
watch live performances in the intimate

courtyard* (4 hours)

ISLAND WILDLIFE Join Capricorn Seakay-

aking for a guidedpaddle to the Shoalwater

Islands Marine Park that encompasses Seal

and Penguin Islands* Bring your binoculars

and view up to 16 unique seabird species

seldom seen on the mainland, including

whimbrels and the Caspian tern* On Penguin

Island, watch fairy penguins—the world’s

smallest—being fed at the Penguin Island

Discovery Centre. Snorkel alongside dol-

phins and explore limestone reefs in the

island s underwater wonderland. (6’ hours )

beach it The coast Is dotted with glori-

ous beaches, but you don’t need to travel

far to dig your toes into the sand. Bathers

Beach is located within walking distance of

downtown Fremantle, making it an ideal

spot for a refreshing dip and for exploring

the historic West End bookstores and gal-

leries featuring Aboriginal artwork. If the

brilliant white sands and calm waters of

the Indian Ocean beckon, then swum or

snorkel at Port Beach. Or head to Cottesloe

Beach along Marine Parade (5 miles north

of Fremantle) for its shady Norfolk pines

and endless coastal views* (3 hours)

GO fish Cast a line for snapper and mullo-

way at the Fremantle Fishing Boat Harbour,

a historic working port with some 400
fishing boats. If the fish aren’t biting, join

locals and visitors alike for fresh seafood

(including crabs, oysters, and crispy fish and

chips) at the 109-year-old, family-owned

Cicerello's. Afterward, tour the airy Little

Creatures Brewery, located in a former boat

yard, and enjoy a cold ale on its deck with

dews of Rottnest Island. (3 hours) u

PORT OF CALL
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MISSION, TEXAS
Located hctwccn the rolling hills of Roma and the serene beaehes of South

Padre Island, Mission basks in radiant and invigorating sunshine. Come camp,

golf, kayak, hike or bike miles of trails and enjoy tropical South Texas wildlife

at the World Birding Center Headquarters &r NABA National Butterlly Center.

Also, join us for the South Texas Outdoor Life Festival featuring the 1 7th Annual

Texas Butterfly Festival on October 27, 2012.

800-580-2700
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ROAD TRIP

The Spirit
ofFrance
Celebrate Joan ofArcs 600th birthday

with finesse—one Champagne
toast at a time % dongeorge



THE POWER OFTRAVEL

Call for Nominations

Amazing people ...visiting fascinating places ...doing astonishing things.

If you or someone you know is a traveler with extraordinary passion and purpose, tell us. In our

December issue, we'll honor ten Travelers of the Year—gung ho globe-trotters, dedicated

voluntourists, and green-minded adventurers who inspire us all to take on the world.

Deadline for nominations is July 1, 2012.

NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHICLearn more: nationalgeographic.com/travelers-of-the-vear

L J HILTONn HHONORS
Hilton HHonors proudly supports the Travelers of the Year Program
celebrating the experiences of travel and honoring achievements
that are changing the world, one trip at a time.
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A Joan ofArt statue at Reims's cathedral (left).A tratlitional house in Troyes (right).

I

n history books, Joan ofArc's story concludes with the 19-vear-old

bound to a stake—forced into a dress, clutching a cross and gazing

heavenward, flames leaping around her bare feet. But in France, the

“virgin warrior” prevails, a unifying icon who charged onto the bat-

tlefield to rescue the French monarchy during the Hundred Years*

War against the British* Indeed, the cross-dressing teen's defiant

independence secured her undoing as well as her immortality. H This year,

Joan turns 600, inspiring a drive through northeast France that traces the

route of her extraordinary early triumphs—from the village where angels'

voices summoned her to the grand city where she stood by as Charles VII

took the crown. Fortuitously for travelers, Joan also journeyed through

what is now Champagne country, the source of sparkling wine so revered

its name has become a global synonym for joie de vivre*

This pilgrimage trailing the path of St,

Jeanne tTArc (as she’s known by her com-
patriots) starts with a two and a halfhours’

drive from Reims (rhymes with France),

which is a short train ride from Paris or

Charles de Gaulle airport. Verdant pas-

turelandfij forested hillsides, and meander-
ing rivers lead to Domr6my-la-Puc«lle, the

150-person hamlet where Joan’s childhood

home still stands, a two -story stone-and-

stucco house with wood-beamed, stone-

floored rooms. The daughter of a farmer,

Joan had an unexceptional early childhood,

but she was considered especially pious*

“When she was in the fields and heard the

bells tolling,” friends recalled, “she would

go down on her knees
"

At the age of 13, Joan began hearing

celestial voices that would later instruct her

to drive the British out of her homeland.

At the end of her life, while on trial for

heresy, she testified, “I heard a voice from

God ... ahout midday, in summer time, in

my father’s garden ... from the right side

toward the church** The garden has

changed since Joan's time, but the Church

of St. Remy, where she was baptized, is a

few steps from the farmhouse*

Over the next few years, the voices con-

tinued, eventually compelling the teen

to act, albeit reluctantly* And so, at 17*

driven by her divine mission, Joan left home
(under the guise of visiting her aunt and

uncle), ultimately traveling by foot and
horseback more than 400 miles to the Loire

Valley to meet with Charles VII. After con-

vincing him ofher purity, Joan (clad in male

attire) led an attack on the British troops in

Orleans. Her courage rallied the French sol-

diers to a pivotal victory that wras followed

by a string ofsuccesses, including the taking

ofTroyes, the ancient capital ofChampagne*

EXPLORE

F irst produced in the 17th century,

sparkling wine fizzed into fashion in

Prance after 1715 when the new regent,

the Due d'Orleans, began pouring it

at Palais-Royal dinners* Since 1927,

the Champagne appellation has been

legally restricted to specific plots situ-

ated in five wine-producing districts

within the Champagne-Ardenne region

in northeast France (see map at right),

where regulations for growing, harvest-

ing, pressing, bottling, and aging are all

scrupulously enforced* Five rambling

Champagne routes traverse these dis-

tricts, offering travelers an effervescent,

entree to the pleasures, in liquid and

landscape, ofChampagne. (Radiating

around Reims and Epemay are Massif

de St.-Thierry, Montague de Reims, Val-

lee de la Marne, and Cote des Blancs.

Cote des Bar is east ofTroyes.) At classic

houses that produce acclaimed prestige

cuvccs, such as historic Champagne

Salon in the village of Le Mesnil-sur-

Oger, skilled workers rotate each bottle

a quarter turn by hand (above) each day

in a process called riddling. —D.G,
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GERMANY
The red flower on the

crest of Ruinart (est.

1729) Is a nod to rose

bushes that protect

its prized vine rows

from workhorses.

At De Castellans,

climb the tower's

237 steps for a

sweeping vine-

yard panorama.

SWITZ.

FRANCEATLANTIC
OCEAN ITALY

De Castellane L Epernay
et Chaadon*

'

SPAIN

£ h|lo ns e n-Champag ne
Le Mesnil-sur-

* Oger

* Veuve Fourny et Fils
-Verlus 1

At Veuve Fourny et Fi Is

in Vertus, the enthu-

siastic young Fourny

brothers handpick

Chardonnay grapes.

Vltry-le-

Fran^ols

Domremy-la-
Pucelle

Neufch&teau
In Orville, along the

Cote des Bar trail, tour

Drappier's vaulted cel-

lars, hollowed out in the

12th century by monks.

Musee t£
pArt

Moderne

Chaumont,

Distance; 300 MILES ROUND-TRIP FROM REIMS When to go: MAYTHROUGH OCTOBER Tip: ALONG THE CHAMPAGNE ROUTES, SIGNS STAMPED

*DEGUSTATION” MEANTHE VINEYARD IS OPEN FOR TASTING- PIan your tri p: FOR MORE INFO, VISIT WWW.TOURrSME-CHAMPAGNE-ARDRNNE.COM.

EAT

T heater and cuisine pair deliciously at

Cafe du Palais, a two-minute walk from

Reims's Cathedral ofNotre-Dame, The art

deco .stylings of the 82-year-old cafe,

including a glass roofsigned by artist

Jacques Simon
} set a buoyant scene for

feasting cm specialties such as Reims ham,

ChampenoisepotSe (stew), and the addic-

tively rich and creamy cow cheeses from the

nearby villages ofChaouroc and IIngres,

To wash it down? Champagne, of course.

SLEEP

I
n Troyes, the meticulously restored Mat-

son de Rhodes envelops guests in history

sans hardship. The half-timbered inn hosted

the Knights Templar in the 12th century ;

today its 11 idiosyncratic rooms marry origi-

nal flagstones and immense hearths with

spacious baths and tiled showers. Guests

breakfast in the enclosed courtyard beside a

lush lawn and garden; chef-and -waiter Rene

Hachcz serves beef bourguignonne in the

candlelit dining room for dinner.
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You could spend days exploring Reims's

riches
,
but any Joan ofArc odyssey should

culminate in the magnificent 801 -year-

old cathedral. Here on July 17, 1429, the

archbishop of Reims tipped the holy flask

to anoint the head ofthe dauphin (or heir

apparent), and he and five other bishops

solemnly placed the crown on King Charles

VII, with Joan at his side. Standing in that

vast, hushed space, transfixed in stained-

glass sunlight, one of those windows now
depicting the maid herself, you can imag-

ine the pomp and pageantry—and perhaps
z

understand why, six centuries on, this bold I

heroine still captivates the collective imagi- g

nation of the French, and the world.

|

Editor at large Don George studiedFrench £

literature in college and has lived in Pans.

countryside—vine-latticed fields and
flourishing crops, sometimes brightened

with yellow flowers and white cows, and
the sinuous Seine glinting in the distance.

Every so often, a few dozen red-roofed stone

homes punctuate the landscape.

At Sezanne, the Cote des Blancs Cham-
pagne trail flows north to Epernay (see

map on page 51) . One historic headquar-

ters is a must-visit: the imposing brick

palace of Moet et Chandou. Founded in

1743, Epemay's oldest and largest Cham-
pagne house holds court along with eight

other Champagnerics on—where else?—the

Avenue de Champagne. Here Jean-Remy
Moet entertained Napoleon and his entou-

rage in royal sti le in the early 19th century.

Tourgoers pass under a chandelier made of

Champagne flutes and into the chalky cel-

lars for a heady immersion among thou-

sands of bottles filling the cool catacombs.

Before moving on to this drive’s next and
final stop, the glorious city of Reims, con-

sider buying some bubbly to fete the climax

ofJoans—and your—quest.

In Reims, head directly to the Palais du

Tau t located next to the grand cathedral

(together a UNESCO World Heritage site).

The palace's gilded treasures include rega-

lia used in the coronation of Charles X in

1825, including a replica ofthe 'holy flask
”

According to legend, the vial came from

God, delivered by the Holy Spirit in the

form ofa dove, and held the sacred oil used

to anoint French kings since the year 496,

AtReims's cathedral,

sunlightjUtern in through

its rase windows (right)*

The Palais du Tau displays

a LouisXlrcrown replica

(far right)y the original

a casualty ofthe French

Revolution, and cathedral

sculptures (bottom).

Continue your mission on a

two-hour drive west to Troyes.

The town's importance harks

back to Roman times, when it

was a trading hub on the Via

Agrippa connecting Milan,

Italy, to BouIogne-sur-Mer,

France. In the 12th cen-

tury, merchants from across

Europe flocked here to sell

wool and silk textiles, leather,

fur, silverware, and spices at

its twice-a-year trade fairs.

The mercantile spirit still

thrives, with Troyes remaining

a center of French knitwear.

Tennis champion Rene “the

Crocodile” Lacoste founded
his sportswear empire here

in 1933, and it's also the con-

temporary capital of factory outlet shops.

Troyes is a beguiling mix ofthe ancient and

modem, most atmospherically evident in

its old town ofhalf-timbered houses from

the 16th century awash in russet, lemon,

and persimmon tones, flowered squares and

courtyards, and cobbled alleyways, such as

the Ruelle des Chats, over which the build-

ings lean gently toward each other.

Two sites particularly manifest Troyes’s

interweaving ofthe old and new: Inside a

striking brown-and-white timbered man-
sion, the Maison de TOutil et de la Pensee

Ouvriere (literally, “house of tools and
workers’ thinking”) lovingly renders hom-
age to carpenters, wheelwrights, shoemak-

ers, and other craftsmen with displays of

10,000 hand tools from past centuries, each

designedto accomplish a specific task. Con-

versely, the brick-facade Bishop’s Palace is

now the site ofthe Musee d'Art Moderne, a

showcase for the gift oflocal hosiery manu-
facturers turned art collectors Pierre and

Denise Levy. Their enlightening ensemble

suggests Joan of Are isn’t the only mav-
erick to be celebrated in the region, with

avant-garde works by artists such as Duly,

Rouault, and Picasso. Emphasis goes to the

Fanves (literally, “the wild beasts”), includ-

ing Andre Derain’s electric blue “Big Ben.”

After taking Troyes, Joan marched
straight to Reims, hut a slight detour north-

west celebrates another symbol of French

heritage: sparkling wine. The road tra-

verses peaceful Champagne-Ardenne
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LAKESSLOCKS

HE; GREAT

By Anthony F. Hall

I

f I walk a few steps from my house

in ihe hills above Lake George, I

can look down upon an expanse

of water that will one day flow north

into Lake Champlain and the St.

Lawrence River. A few hundred yards

uphill, I will be in an entirely different

watershed, one that flows south

into the Hudson River. When the

Serviceberry blooms at the margins of

the swamp, it means that schools of

shad have already begun their annual

run up the river, where they spawn in

the fresh headwaters.

1 1 is somehow reassuring to see,

or to feel, nature affirm the many

connections between our woods and

waters and bigger world beyond.

Upstate New York is a world of its

own. For lames Fen imore Cooper, it

was the inspiration for his novel that

connected one isolated outpost to

another. The forts on the perimeters

Saratoga National Historical fark

Courtesy of Stock Studios Photography

of Lake George and Lake Champlain

that Cooper wrote about in Last of the

Mohicans were not built to defend

settlements (there were none, to speak

of), but, rather, distant European

empires that struggled to control the

destiny of North America.

For those of us who grew up here, that

fact lent our small, un-prepossessing

towns a significance they might

otherwise have lacked. History was

something to be absorbed, rather

than learned.
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As children, we refought the skirmishes

between Rogers Rangers and the

French and the Indians in the same

woods where those battles took place.

On the same lakes where we learned

to swim, sail or coax an outboard

engine to life, the largest fleet ever to

be assembled in North America, sailed

toward defeat on Lake Champlain 250

years earlier. The excursion boat that

left the pier every summer afternoon,

loaded with tourists, was the same

boat that had deposited passengers at

every hotel and landing on the lake

a hundred years ago,

Has the persistence of the past made

us good stewards? Not as good as I

would like. Perhaps that's because our

inheritance is not so much a past that

is to be preserved as it is an awareness

of the transitory character of every

human effort here.

What truly abides are the waterways

themselves, already giving impulse to

new activities and new efforts. I'd invite

you to experience Lakes to Locks

Passage; it's a world to be discovered

and explored by every new generation,

as though for the first time.

Anthony F. Hall is the

editor and publisher of

the lake George Mirror
,

a newspaper established

in 1 880 and once

owned by his father.

Whitehall Canal Harbor Park

Courtesy of New York State Canal Corporation
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V*SUMMER
atthe

Unplug and unwind at these lake escapes, where time stands still, nature

reigns, and there’s a profound sense ofpeace. Spend your days swimming and
tramping through the woods, and your evenings stargazing around

a crackling fire. The ripple effects will last a lifetime



than I can choose a favorite among my children. But there is one
that stands out, in memory, as the one that served as the setting for

my quintessential summertime lake experience. It was 1985, and

that weekend remains fixed in my mind.

1 was married then—a young mother in my early 3Qs, until three

small children, ages seven, three, and not yet two. Most days that

summer—and formany that followed—my lake life was conducted

at a man-made lake named forNew Hampshire’s one U,S, president,

Franklin Pierce. It was a spot where the town mothers brought their

children for swimming lessons and stayed all day camped out with

beach towels and buckets and, in my ease, a well-worn copy ofAnna
Karenina Fd been hauling around for two summers.

But that day seemed to call out for larger adventure, so we headed
north up the highway to the town ofHoldemess, in Grafton County,

and the lake that remains, even now—27 years later—possibly the

most pristine I’ve ever encountered: Squam Lake. (It’s two lakes,

actually: Big Squam and Little Squam, connected by a narrow chan-

nel. Rack in 1980, when they filmed a movie there with Henry Fonda

and Katharine Hepburn, they called it Golden Pond.)

A few fortunate people own old family cottages on the shores of

Squam Lake, but we were not among them. Instead, we’d

arranged to meet a friend and his children along the shore, with

I’m alake person.
Show me a map and I’ll start searching for the blue spots.

Show me a dock, overlooking an expanse ofblue, and—with

suit or without— I have to dive in. When I’m at a lake. I’m

happy. When I’m not at a lake, I think about being there.

dren to sleep in their tents, we sat again by the embers, with no
g

sound from any other human being and no need for conversation, §

just the night sky spread out above us, the stars as clear as Fd ever
|

known them. From the water came a low and haunting sound.

like a heartbroken lover calling out to an absent mate: the cry of a g

loon. And a moment later, the call of another loon answering back. ™

We woke to a perfect rose-colored sunrise and the sound ofjlimp-

ing fish, T lit the fire, boiled water for the coffee, ladled pancake ?

batter on the griddl e, and—though I knew it would be cold—

1

took ±

my swim. Alone, I could hear only the sound ofwater lapping with ™

each stroke. It is a feeling oftranquillity like no other. Back at camp.
|

the children, sticky with maple syrup, searched for bugs and tossed ™

stones in the water. There was no need ofdiversions more elaborate 5

than that, with a lake on all sides and blueberries in the bushes.

When I was the age ofmy daughter that day (seven), my father 3

taught me a poem by William Butler Yeats. It was a practice he 3

maintained throughout my childhood, ofsitting on the side ofmy |

bed when he said good night and reciting a poem, enough times ®

that I'd learn it eventually. The one that has stayed with me best is £

“The Lake Isle of Innisfree.” One stanza comes to me without fail
|

whenever I am near enough to a lake that I can hear the water:

I will arise andgo now,foralways night and day
I hear lake water lapping with low sounds by the shore;

WhHe I stand on the roadway, or on the pavements grey, "

/ hear it in the deep hearts core .

This is true for me. Even on the road I hear it. Even on the pave- |

ment. I hear lake water lapping in my deep heart’s core.

Joyce Maynard is the author of12 books, including Labor Day.
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We are a different breed, those of us who choose fresh water.

Perhaps, the ehoiee ofa lake over an ocean has to do with the seri-

ousness of a person’s swimming aspirations. (Oceans are for dip-

ping. Lakes are for crossing, ifyou can.) But there’s more to what

separates the two experiences: Where ocean vistas speak of drama
and turbulence, a lake—unless the Jet Skiers have got to it— is a

tranquil place most ofthe time. Oceans are for sharks and dolphins.

Lakes are for trout and bass. Oceans are for liners and sailing ves-

sels tossing over the waves. Lakes are for birchbark canoes and
trim wooden Chris-Crafts named after somebody’s mother, with

a flag on the back and a humming inboard motor taking you to a

neighbor's dock for a cookout at sunset. Look out onto a lake, and

you often can see the other side. Maybe that’s part ofwhat I like:

that it's enclosed. A little world, sealed offfrom the rest.

Fve probably dived into a hundred lakes in my lifetime—in

Washington, Michigan, Connecticut, Canada, and beyond. My
heartbeat elevates at the sight of a sign on the road signaling a

turnoff ahead that leads to a lake. Too often these days, they're so

developed it’s hard to see the water through the condominiums, but

I’m always on the lookout for a good lake, and over my halfcentury

of pursuit, I’ve found a few.

Because I'm a native ofNew Hampshire, it’s always that state’s

lakes that call to me most powerfully. Sixteen years after I moved
from there to the coast of California, I still return faithfully to New
England every July to see friends and my daughter who lives there.

And I go to dip myselfin the waters ofthe lakes I’ve loved—Dublin

Lake. Willard Pond, and Skatutakee, near the perfect rillage of

Harrisville—my own particular form of annual baptism.

I can no more name a favorite among bodies ofwater I have loved

the idea of canoeing out to an

island where— if you plan
ahead—you can pitch a tent and _

camp out, even today. For my -

money, those campsites are the p

best real estate on tbe lake.

At the time, no doubt, it was
o

hard gathering up all those 1

children
,
all that gear—the fire- a

wood, groceries, and sleeping |

bags. But I remember none of 3

that now. What stays with me, H

after all the rest has melted i

away, was how the light landed |

on the water as the sun went
down, and then the glow ofthe

campfire. After we put the chil- ^
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RangeleyLake

I
n the late 1800s, tales of

Rangeley Lake's gigantic

native brook trout lured

gentlemen anglers from as

far as Baltimore, Maryland.

Though the classic old ho-

tels have since burned down,

many ofthe historic cabins

and sporting camps remain*

Now, the area attracts families

who stake out lakeside cahins

for weeks at a time to canoe,

sail, fish, and tap into the slow

pace of life in Rangeley, a clas-

sic New England hamlet about

120 miles north of Portland. In

summer, the population swells

tenfold with visitors, but the

vibe is still notably low-key,

A couple ofblocks from the

lake is Rangeleys Main Street,

which is lined with homespun
stores like Nancy s Gifts and

Threads Galore Quilt Shop.

There, Appalachian Trail

through-hikers sit at the

cafes, tourists slurp ice-cream

cones, and station wagons

loaded with canoes clog the

streets. No one seems to mind
if traffic occasionally slows,

least of all the locals, many of

whom are third-generation

descendants ofthe area's

loggers, steamboat operators,

railroad workers, and fishing

guides. Though summer life

centers around Rangeley Lake

and other nearby ponds and

lakes, the hills offer solitude

in the pine, maple, and birch

forests, where dozens of trails

lead to waterfalls and gentle

summits. The woods and

meadows also attract moun-
tain bikers and birders, who
come to sec the abundant
eagles, woodpeckers, and war-

blers. Come evening, nightlife

is pleasantly sleepy, with a few

local plays and concerts (the

Lakeside Theater hosts

musical groups in the summer).

Mostly folks sit on their docks

with friends, sipping gin and

tonics, watching the light fade

from the sky and listening as

the sound ofcrickets fades into

stillness. —KateSiber

BREAK FROM THE LAKE

A four-mile hike on the

Appalachian Trail, nine miles

from Rangeley, leads to the

top of 4,120 -foot Saddleback

Mountain. The Rangeley

Outdoor Sporting Heritage

Museum displays fishing mem-
orabilia and Indian artifacts.

BOAT BUZZ

The beginning of fishing

season in May brings dozens

of boats, but in summer
kayaks and canoes outnumber

motors,

/likcrs descenda
hill an th& Height of

", the Land* a scenic

overlook with vistas

ofRangeley Luke and
the Western Maine

Mountains.
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MONTANA

FlatheadLake

T oasting marshmallows
at dusk on a pebble

beaeb along Flathead

Lake’s western shore just

south of Kalispell and Glacier

National Park is a rite of

passage for Montana children.

The same loon calls can be

heard from distant bays as

when Blackfeet and Salish

hunted, these forests; the same
dark shadows pool beneath

glacially carved cliffs as when
steamboats plied these waters

with passengers and freight.

Nearly 30 miles long and
lii miles wide, Flathead is the

largest freshwater lake west

of the Mississippi. Calm at

daybreak and twilight, these

crystal clear waters can chum
up four-foot whitecaps at

midday and are said to have a

sturgeon-like monster dwell-

ing in their 370-foot depths.

On March 1, 1812, British

explorer David Thompson
ascended a hill just west of

Poison at the lake’s southern

end and gave the oldest sur-

viving European account of

seeing ajaw-dropping “very

extensive view ofthe lake

and country far around.”

He called it “a fine sheet of

water” and “the haunt in all

seasons of aquatic fowl
”

It’s still a major migratory

resting spot for waterfowl and
humans alike. Canada geese

and swans bob in the water;

ospreys and bald eagles dive-

bomb for trout. Hand-painted

signs advertise cherry stands

and orchards where visitors

can stop and pick the sweet

Rainier, Lambert, and Queen
Anne cherries that make Flat-

head's microclimate famous.

But it 's the quiet coves of

the timbered western shore

near Rollins where time has

stood still. Hundred-year-old

cottonwoods shade shingled

cottages spoiling American

flags. Children paddle canoes

andjump off docks behind
ramshackle cabins.

“You've got seclusion.

Even though you might have

neighbors, you feel you’re

the only one here ” says Deon
Tomsheck, who lives near

Rollins year-round with her

boyfriend, Curtis Van Voast,

in a house with its own shore-

line. The couple rents five

cottages on the property to

summer guests. “People feel

at home here* They love let-

ting their kids play the way
they did when they were kids.

Families come back here year

after year,” —Lynn Donaldson

SEASONAL FAVORITES f

Pluck Flathead

cherries at orchards

dotted around the

lake, or stop at a

roadside stand for

preserves and pie.

LOCAL EATS

Dock your canoe at the

Raven in Woods Bay and

wash down a buffalo steak

with a local microbrew while

watching the sun set.

BREAK FROM THE LAKE

Spend an afternoon gallery

hopping, sampling huckle-

berry ice cream
,
and shopping

for locally made crafts on

Electric Avenue in Bigfork,

NATURE CALLS

Spot bighorn sheep and black

bears while hiking in Wild

Horse Island State Path.

NORTH CAROLINA

LakeLure

T wenty-five years ago

Patrick Swayze pulled

Baby out ofa comer
and pushed Lake Lure onto

center stage* Today, the charm
that enticed the makers of

DirtyDancing to film scenes

at this remote mountain lake

endures* Cradling the rounded

peaks ofwestern North

Carolina* Lake Lure retains

the unpretentious character

and natural splendor that have

attracted vacationers—from

FDR to F. Scott Fitzgerald

—

for more than 80 years.

In the early 13OOs

Lucius B* Morse led efforts

to purchase the land that is

now Lake Lure, with a vision

ofestablishing a grand resort

community* A dam across the

Rocky Broad River in 1327

created the 720-acre lake.

The Great Depression,

however, stymied plans for

a resort development. Con-

sequently, todays visitors

enjoy an experience similar

to that ofMorses wife, who
gave Lake Lure its name. The
surrounding mountains, free

from large-scale development,

supply inspirational views and

engender a sense of seclusion*

Lake Lure's sharply rising

shoreline also dictates the

nature oflakeside real estate.

Houses perch on the hillsides,

leaving the water’s edge to the

domain ofwooden boathouses,

most ofwhich are modest in

stature, painted unassuming

hues of reds, browns, and

greens, and crowned with

rooftop decks for relaxing*

Lake Lure is above all a

boater’s playground. On early

BREAK FROM THE LAKE

Chimney Rock Mountain offers

shaded hiking trails. Scale the

stairs to the main lookout point

in Chimney Rock State Park for

spectacular views of the lake.

LOCAL EATS

Refuel at lunchtime with a

burger at Larkin's on the Lake,

and don't miss the home-

made cinnamon rolls served

at Medina's Village Bistro.

summer mornings, anglers

scour the coves for striper and

smallmouth bass while kayak-

ers hug the shoreline, savor-

ing the cooler hours before

the humidity sets in. By early

afternoon, the lake becomes a

frenzy of activity with speed-

boats towing water-skiers

and families cruising and

picnicking in pontoon boats*

As the sun sinks over the

ridgeline, the sloshing ofwater

against wooden docks blends

with the hum ofcrickets and
distant gleeful cries ofchildren

that could almost be mistaken

for Baby and Johnny, prac-

ticing lifts in the recesses of

Firefly Cove. —Emily Chaplin

NATURE CALLS

During morning and eve-

ning hours, view cormo-

rants. ospreys, and the

occasional eagle search-

ing the lake for prey.

SEASONAL FAVORITE

The favored way to pass lazy

summer hours is with rod and

reel
,
fishing for bass or crappie

on the lake or for trout in the

nearby Rocky Broad River.
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NEW YORK

SaranacLake

C
AMP IS FOR KIDS? Don't

tell that to Florence

Short, who has spent

the past 71 summers gambol-

ing on the shores of Upper
Saranac Lake in northeastern

New York. Brisk mornings

mean skimming the tea-

eolored waters by canoe,

bathed in the scent ofpiney

islands. Afternoons promise

family climbs up kid-friendly

Panther Peak, an accessible

hike to 4,442 feet. Rainy days

allow for excursions to the

Wild Center, a natural history

museum on 31 acres that of-

fers a network of trails. "For

me. nothing surpasses the

subtle panorama ofthe chang-

ing light over the Adirondack
Mountains ” says Short. Sunset

brings a blissful recline on the

slanted slats of a classic

Adirondack chair, made in

this region.

Though the great camps
ofthe late 19th century, with

their timber cabins and tower-
ing stone fireplaces, mark a

high point in the regions his-

tory, it was Edward Livingston

Trudeaus tuberculosis “cure

cottages
15

that brought Saranac

I,ake to national prominence.

A medicinal cure was devel-

oped in 1944, supplanting

fresh-air cures, but Saranac

Lakes famous sleeping porches

remain as fixtures in the

town’s Victorian Queen Annes,

many ofwhich have been
converted into bucolic B&Bs.

Ursula Trudeau, a Saranac

Lake artist who is the widow
ofthe TB doctors grandson (and

the stepmother of'“Doonesbury
55

cartoonist Garry Trudeau), has

mastered some remedies for

modem times. Tm a rower.

I love the quiet water, espe-

cially in the morning, and it’s a

pleasant way to get your head

together,
55

says Trudeau. "You

don't have to worship the wind
when youre paddling—instead,

you worship the pond and you

go with flow.
55 The same waters

NATURE CALLS

Adirondack Lake and Trails

Outfitters offers guided half-day

and overnight kayak/camping

trips Book a campsite on a

Saranac Lake island through

the New York Department of

Environmental Conservation.

BREAK FROM THE LAKE

Take a summertime train ride

on the Adirondack Railroad to

Lake Placid, Tupper Lake, and

other stops, To the native

Iroquois, Saranac meant

"cluster of stars" Visit the Wild

Center natural history muse-

um and learn everything you

need to know about the region,

LOCAL EATS

The Left Bank Cafe is a stylish

bistro that brings Gallic flair to

the lakeside. Pack sandwiches

from the Eat ’n Meet Grill

and Larder, a local kitchen

ideal for on-the-go lake days.

SEASONAL FAVORITES

Climbing "the 46”—the 46
Adirondack High Peaks, each

2,000 feet or higher, is

a challenge that could take

years. At "the Vic" —the Visitor

Interpretative Center at Paul

Smith's College, backcountry

trails and a butterfly house are

great for kids and grown-ups.

At the posh Poin t resort

on SaranacLakef guests

can opt to spend a night

in the boathouse.
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that enticed Albert Einstein

and Mark Twain to kick hack

now inspire a young art bri-

gade and the sort of quirky

local characters who bring

a new pulse to the lakeside.

In September the crafty

Hobofest is a daylong music,

food, and ait fete for the

funk)7 fringe. It’s a summer-
time counterpart to Saranac

Lake’s tamed Winter Carnival,

“Are we growing new local

characters?” Trudeau asks

with a glimmer in her eye,

“Possibly. We’ll have to wait

and see.” —George W. Stone

WASHINGTON

LakeChelan

T
he morning sun glints

on the water as the

Lady ofthe Lake II

embarks on its dail}" cruise

from the town of Chelan to

Stehekin, a tiny community
with about 80 residents at the

far end ofWashington’s Lake

Chelan. For four hours, the

ferry will glide through this

55-mile-long finger of pristine,

glacier-fed water, allowing

passengers a front-row^ seat

as one ofAmericas deepest

lakes gradually undergoes

a startling transformation

from family playground into

awe-inspiring wilderness*

Located about 200 miles east

of Seattle, Chelan (Sha-LAN)

is more like two lakes than

one. At its lower end around
Chelan—a classic American

small town—the lake is cra-

dled by broad semiarid slopes

dotted with orchards, farms,

and vineyards. During the

perpetually sunny summer,
lake dwellers can paddleboard

or water-ski, get a bird's-eye

view wiiile parasailing* play a

round of golf, or swim in water

that may reach into the 70s*

Shave iee from the stand near

Lakeside Park is de rigueur*

But farther up the lake,

Chelan becomes the domain
ofhikers, campers* and
anglers as you pass through

fjord-like gorges and into the

heart of the nigged Cascade

Mountains. Deep forests cloak

the land, and in the distance

snowy* 9,000-foot peaks

bristle against an intensely

blue sky. Some of the ferry

passengers will overnight at

Stehekin and later hike the

trails* raft the rivers, or elimh

the summits of the 61,958-

acre Lake Chelan National

Recreation Area. But even for

those who return the same day

to the gentler summertime
pleasures ofthe lower lake, a

memory ofthis stirring, natu-

ral grandeur will likely last a

long time, —Christopher Hall

BREAK FROM THE LAKE

Sixteen area wineries

offer tastings, from

Rieslings at Vin

du Lac to Syrahs

at Tsillan Cellars.

LOCAL EATS

Tiny Cafe Manson scores

big with seasonal dishes like

sturgeon fillet over golden

beet salad with arugula and

mint: Local Myth Pizza draws

crowds for its thin -crust pies.

NATURE CALLS

Watch for mountain goats

and bighorn sheep on rocky

slopes of the upper lake.

BOAT BUZZ

With no outside roads

accessing the upper two-

thirds of the lake, motorized

watercraft stick largely to

the populated lower end.

SEASONAL FAVORITES

Visit the Sunshine Farm

and Blueberry Hills

Farms for pick-your-own

apples and cherries.
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MINNESOTA

BurntsideLake

A SCREEN DOOR slaillS.

The scent of pine

lingers. Crystal water

beckons. At Burntside Lake,

kids have been cooling sun-

warmed bodies with a running

leap and splash off a dock for

generations. Adjacent to the

Boundary Waters Canoe Area
Wilderness, this remote north-

ern Minnesota lake some 12

miles long and scattered with

more than 125 islands has

attracted the likes offormer

CBS correspondent Charles

Kuralt, who considered the

area one of his top getaways.

Its vrild natural beauty has

been written about by author

and conservationist Sigurd

Olson, who described the

lake and surrounding forest

in every season, the place he

considered his "own particular

‘back of beyond,'
w Renowned

outdoor photographer Jim
Brandenburg captured the

serene lake’s many moods on

film—cool blue water framed

by sunsets streaked with pink,

birds in flight, and evergreens

outlined on the small Islands,

Families have returned

year after year to summer at

historic lakeside log cabins

here—places like Burntside

Lodge—where, since

natures quiet pleasures have

continued to be the driv-

ing attractions. Souls are

nourished where time and
space are abundant. City

dwellers have learned how to

appreciate a sunrise on the

lake, and how to cast a line

and dip a canoe paddle.

On moonless summer nights

the same families gather close

to smoky campfires on the

beach to repeat old stories

and lick fingers sticky with

warm marshmallows. Then
the lakes inky blackness is

not seen but only heard—
waves washing onto shore.

When conditions are just

right, the elusive northern

lights make an appearance

over this watery wilderness,

Giant colorful spirits, the

light plumes shimmer across

the sky and seem to reflect

Burntside Lake's true mystique.

—Donna TabbedLong

LOCAL EATS

Sample a walleye sandwich or

a bowl of wild rice soup at the

Chocolate Moose restaurant

in Ely. At the town's Plum

Bun Bakery, try the made-

from-scratch caramel rolls,

BREAK FROM THE LAKE

Visit the International Wolf

Center, in Ely, with its resident

pack of gray wolves. At the

North American Bear Center,

view live black bears in their

natural habitat.

SEASONAL FAVORITE

Rent a kayak for a day trip into

the Boundary Waters (day

permits are easily obtained).

REQUIRED REAPIN G

Listening Point

by Sigurd F. Olson

Six miles southeast ofspring-fed Burntside Lake (right), outfitters in Ely (above) offer kayak
and canoe rentals or guided excursions ofthe region’# unspoiledBoundary Waters.
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MICHIGAN

WalloonLake

T
he ice age was kind

to northern Michigan,

leaving in its wake an

undulating landscape pocked

by thousands of deep lakes

carved by receding glaciers.

Few, though, are as striking

as Walloon Lake. Soil rich in

calcium carbonate and clay,

known as marl, casts the water

a cerulean blue that would

conjure the Caribbean were

it not for the cedars, birches,

and aspens that frame the

nearly 30-mile shoreline. Its

odd, paint-splat shape ensures

that no view is the same; even

longtime cottagers marvel at.

the difference in perspective

from just a few doors down.

Lured by the fr esh Arctic air,

Midwesterners eager to escape

the summer swelter ofDetroit

aud Chicago began coming to

Walloon on the Grand Rapids

and Indiana Railroad in the

late 19th century. Once they

reached the village at the

eastern end of the lake, a

“dummy train” would bring

them to a steamboat that

ferried them to their cottage.

Among them were Clarence

and Grace Hall Hemingway
from Oak Park, Illinois, who
built th eir cottage, Windemere,

on the north end ofthe lake

in 1899, the same year their

son Ernest was bom. The lake

instilled a love of the outdoors

in the novelist and inspired a

series ofshort stories, includ-

ing 'The Three-Day Blow/

"The genesis for all the Nick

Adams stories was Walloon
Lake ” says Hemingway’s

nephew Ernie Mainland,

referring to the author s semi-

autobiographicai protagonist

Mainland, who now owns

Windemere, reminisecs about

his boyhood summers in

the 1950s when mothers and

children spent June through

Labor Day here and dads

dropped in from the city on

weekends. A fleet of sleek

mahogany sailboats raced

twice a week, and the water

was so crystal dear, “ifyou

were sailing and got thirsty,

you reached over and drank

from the lake,” says Mainland.

These days, motorboats out-

number sailboats and the lake

is battling the invasive zebra

and quagga mussels, Still, a

sense of legacy remains strong.

Many Wallootiers are descen-

dants ofthose who bought

property here generations ago

and feel more connected to the

lake than to the places where
they grew up, “Invariably, it’s

your grandparents or great-

grandparents that first began

coming here * says David

Crouse, a television producer

whose family has been sum-
mering on Walloon since 1895*

He made the move to full-time

resident ten years ago and is

reminded why every time he

comes home from his frequent

travels:
££When you step out

into the night air, you smell

that woodsy cedar smell. It

welcomes you home. It goes to

your soul.” —Margaret Loftm

BREAK FROM THE LAKE

Climb the dunes for a sweep-

ing view of Lake Michigan at

Sleeping Bear Dunes Na-

tional Lakesh ore, a two-hour

drive southwest of Walloon.

LOCAL EATS

Summer regulars make a

morning pilgrimage to Walloon

Village General Store for

cinnamon rolls. This is fresh-

water fish country: try any

dish with walleye or the white

fish encrusted with pump-

kin seeds at the Walloon

Lake Inn, the only remain-

ing hotel on the lakeshore,

REQUIRED READING

The Nick Adams Stories,

by Ernest Hemingway

It's not big.

The new RDX is an exceedingly nimble vehicle,

it has a V-6 engine with innovative Variable Cylinder

Management'"
4

that can respond to changing driving

conditions and deactivate cylinders. Giving you the

poweryou need and the best highway fuel mileage

for a V-6 in its class * Pius, the speed-sensitive steering

has been tuned for more Spirited driving, in other

words, it drives like its small, but it's not.

introducing the entirely new RDX.

intelligently built for the size ofyour life.
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But it's not not big.

The new RDX brings an entirely new definition to

personal space. With more than 103 cubic feet of

passenger space, it's large enough to accommodate

your life: And all the gear that goes with it. The

generous shoulder and tegroom give it a distinctively

cavernous feet Moreover the new RDX produces

outstanding torque and 273 horsepower in other

words
,
itfeels tike its big, but it's not.

introducing the entirely new RDX.

intelligently built for the size ofyour life.
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On
the

WAR
PATH
A spark ofgunfire, an epic battle,

a resting place.A road trip through

the mid-Atlantic conjures up

storiesfrom the Civil War

M tony horwitz
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ROBERT J. SZABO
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Harpers Ferry, circa 2011,
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floorboards creak in the Jackson Rose Bed-and-Breakfast as the

innkeeper ushers me into a room where Stonewall Jackson slept 150

years earlier. “Don’t be spooked by the ghosts,” she says. IT “What kind

of ghosts?” I reply, trying to sound nonchalant. She tells me about

a slave woman who rattles around the attic and an undertaker who
stored coffins and bodies in the basement. Finally she points to a por-

trait over the fireplace ofthe brilliant and fearsome Jackson. The Con-

federate commander’s eyes bore through a century and a half into the

room and past me. “He was kind of crazy—that ’kill them all’ men-
tality toward Yankees.” T Ofwhich I’m one. “This whole town is filled

with ghosts,” she says, handing me the room key, which seems sud-

denly inadequate. What about a crucifix or ghostbusters’ backpack? 1
Though no poltergeists arrive in the night, it’s impossible to visit Harp-

ers Ferry, West Virginia, without feeling haunted by its history. Abo-
litionist John Brown’s bloody raid on the town in 1859 helped spark the Civil War 18 months
later. Jackson, who watched Brown hang, returned in 1862 to kill all the Yankees he could—
before marching to nearby Sharpsburg in Maryland for the worst day ofcarnage in U.S. history.

The battle ofAntietam, in turn, led to the Emancipation Proclamation, issued by Lincoln from
Washington, D.C., and the fulfillment of Brown’s dark prophecy that the sin of slavery could be

purged only with blood. There are countless paths into the Civil War, and I’ve chosen a 200-mile

driving tour ofthese three spots along the hard-fought road to freedom.

Civil War reenactor.

HARPERS FERRY

I

’M TN THE MARYLAND HILLS, outside a log house

about five miles from Harpers Ferry (now in West Virginia,

but in 1859 still a part of Virginia)* The Kennedy Farm, as

it's known
i
is perched well back from a wooded country lane.

This seclusion suited John Brown, who rented the farm as a

hideout for his guerrilla band. His aim: to arm slaves for an

abolitionist crusade.

The farmhouse looks just as it did then, a log-and-ehink struc-

ture with three cramped rooms and a low-beamed attic where
some 20 of Brown’s men slept on straw mats, played cards, and

penned farewell letters to lovers and family. "I am now in a Southern

Slave State and before I leave it will be a free State, Mother,” wrote

William Leeman, a 20-year-old shoemaker from Maine. "I am in a

good Cause and I am not afraid"A few days later, that cause would

cost Leeman his life.

Behind the log house, I bump into an anachronism: an aban-

doned 20th-century building with a sign saying “Cut-Rate Liquor"

“This used to be quite the night spot," explains Tom Kline, whom
I find cutting grass at the property next door. The Kennedy Farm
changed hands over the years and in 1950 was bought by an African-

American branch ofthe Elks. The group considered Brown a heroic

freedom fighter, and the farm served as a pilgrimage site, with a

dance hall built behind it for black Elk parties. (In its heyday, James

Thephotographs in this article were taken with speciallymade cam-
eras

?
glass or metal ‘filmland the almostforgotten 1.9tk-centurp

collodion wet-platephotographicprocess used during the Civil War.

For more, see our iPad edition in theApp Store.

Brown, Ray Charles, Etta James, and Otis Redding played there.)

Kline’s 79-year-old mother, Betty, tells me that when she was a

child,Ve always heard that John Brown had buried treasure up in

a cave * Onewoman claimed to have found it, “but then she couldn’t

find her way back to the spot” The elder Kline shrugs. AJust one of

those stories, I guess."

Few tourists find their way to the Kennedy Farm, but the same
isn’t true for Harpers Ferry, which is not only a popular historical

attraction but also one ofthe most picturesque settings in the east-

ern United States. The town sits at the confluence of the Potomae
and Shenandoah Rivers, beneath towering cliffs. Thomas Jefferson

declared the two rivers’ passage through the Blue Ridge mountains

“one ofthe most stupendous scenes in nature" and a vista “worth a

voyage across the Atlantic." The view from Jefferson Roek, a stony

perch above town, is still majestic, marred only by the highway that

now runs beside the Shenandoah.

Just GO miles from Washington, D.C., Harpers Ferry is a magnet
for river rafters, Appalachian Trail hikers, and C&O Canal bicyclists.

But you dont need a bike, backpack, or inner tube to enjoy Harpers

Ferry. It s one of the best places I know to just amble, get lost on

paths and cobbled lanes, and learn about a bygone America—or be
entertained by it The town has its share ofhokum and occasionally

hosts a John Broun beard-graving contest, in cheeky homage to

the abolitionist’s extravagant facial hair.

My own mute into town follows the one taken by Brown and his

men on the night ofOctober 16, 1859, when they marched from the

Kennedy Farm to a railroad bridge spanning the Potomae. A foot-

path runs beside the tracks (on which passenger and freight trains

still rattle past), with a sweeping view ofthe river's rocky rapids.

Looming over the bridge is a cliffface that bears the faint remains of

a painted, century-old advertisement for Mermens Borated Talcum
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Painters at Harpers Ferry.
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Bloody Lane,Antietam Battlefield*

PEERING OVER ATTHE GRASSY SWALE THAT SURGES OF ATTACKERS POURED ACROSS,

I FEEL ABLE TO CONJURE THE AWFUL TERROR AND INTIMACY OFTHE LONG-AGO SLAUGHTER.

Toilet Powder. This mix of natural beauty and gritty commerce is

part of what makes Harpers Ferry a rare American gem, eastern

kin to the mining ghost towns in the Rockies.

Except it's much older. George Washington chose Harpers Ferry

in the 1790s as the site for a federal armory, and the town soon grew

into a manufacturing center, mainly for guns. Factories lined the

banks ofboth rivers until they were swept away by the CivilWar and

then by floods. Riverside trails now wind past the mins ofmassive

mills, as deer scamper through the woods that have reclaimed this

once industrial landscape.

But much ofthe towns once bustling commercial hub still stands:

a handsome, hilly distriet of brick and stone shops, taverns, and
homes. Many ofthese buildings now house National Park Service

museums devoted to the town’s eclectic history (Lewis and Clark

outfitted their expedition here).

I also duck inside the John Brown Wax Museum, a 49-year-old

relic of Harpers Fern 's days as a tourist trap. “I came here as a kid,

and it hasn't changed a bit," a man murmurs to his wife, as the wax
abolitionist ascends the gallows with “John Brown’s Body” playing

on the Sputnik-era sound system.

The premier historical attraction is more authentic: a small brick

building known as “John Brown’s Fort" Tt became Brown’s

headquarters and last redoubt. He'd hoped to free and arm slaves

and launch a war ofliberation. Instead, after a day ofsavage fight-

ing, U.S. marines commanded by Robert E. Lee (still a colonel in

the U.S. Army) battered a hole in the door of the enginehouse,

killing or capturing the surviving insurgents.

“It’s a claustrophobic space,” says Dennis E. Frye, the Park Ser-

vices chiefhistorian at Harpers Ferry. He leads me inside the fort,

no bigger than a two-car garage; in 1859 it was filled with dying

raiders, freed slaves, and terrified hostages. Some visitors who crowd

inside to hear Frye and other park guides re-create its violent history

are surprised that the “fort
3
isn’t a large, Western-style stockade that

Brown built himself. “You have to explain to them that the story

of what happened here is much bigger than the place,” Frye says.

He elaborates over lunch at the Secret Six Tavern, named for the

covert Northern cell that supplied Brown with money and guns.

Pictures ofthe six Yankee conspirators hang on the tavern wall, hut

the menu is neutral, offering a choice ofa “Confederate” or “Union
3

burger (the former served with ham, the latter with bacon).

“The Civil War really begins here, not at Fort Sumter,” Fiye says, as

we sit on the tavern porch overlooking the town. “Northerners and

Southerners are killing each other over slavery at Harpers Ferry, and

the sensation this causes pushes the nation toward full-scale conflict*
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ANTIETAM

L

EAVING TOWN, I cross the Potomac into Maryland,

as Lee did three years after Brown's raid, this time as a

Confederate general. I drive a station wagon; the supersize

Coke I needed to wash down my Union burger rests in the

cupholder* Lees men were so ragged that many marched
barefoot, and so hungry that they foraged for raw com and

unripe apples. But their spirits were high following a string

ofsummer victories in Virginia. Lee now hoped to cap this season

oftriumph by defeating his demoralized foes on Northern soil.

En route, he sent much ofhis force, under Stonewall Jackson, to

attack the Union garrison at Harpers Ferry. Jackson didritjust kill

Yankees—he captured 12,700 ofthem, the largest surrender ofUS,
forces in American history until World War II. But this maneuver

left Lee with a much reduced army and in an exposed position near

Sharpsburg, Maryland, 12 miles from Harpers Ferry.

What was then a long hot march is now a short, pleasant drive

along a country' road that ends forme at a quaint Main Street parlor

called Nutter's lee Cream, which lists specialties on a chalkboard,

including pumpkin ice cream and peach pound-cake sundaes.

Nutter's is emblematic of Sharpsburg, a modest throwback of old

homes and 7t>0 people, smaller than it was in the 1860s.

At the eastern end ofMain Street, however, this unassumingtown
gives way to one ofthe most pristine and awe-inspiring landscapes

in Civil War America. The Antietam National Battlefield covers

more than 3,000 acres of rolling farmland between the Potomac
and South Mountain. No strip malls or franchise outlets intrude on

the vista—a refreshing contrast to the sprawl-pocked battlefields

of Virginia. Here the main landmarks arc bronzed monuments,
19th-century farms, and an observation tower with anew extend-

ing to four states.

The battle at Antietam is easy for the non- CivilWar buffto appre-

ciate. Unlike the more famous Gettysburg, which spanned three

days and miles of terrain, Antietam was a Napoleonic clash that

lasted 12 hours. Gettysburg was fought in July, when sweaty hordes

now flock to the battlefield; Antietam occurred in mid-September.

Timingmy visit for the anniversary ofthe battle, I arrive to find the

com high and the weather temperate—just as it was 149 years ago.

Though the lanes through the park arc perfect for slow drives

(or bike rides) with an audio tour from the visitors center, I opt for

an upgrade and hire one of the parks professional guides. Steve

Reekcr is a bearded, burly man with an unusual resume; he played

guitar for a number of bands and worked for Apple in California,

Hikera along theAppalachian Trail
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making enough money to “move here, hang out, and do history? He's

amassed 600 rare photographs ofAntietam and trained historians

to share their knowledge and passion for the battlefield,

“You always hear Gettysburg is the high tide ofthe Confederacy

and the turning paint ofthe war, but that s wrong— it happens here?

ho says, starting our tour at a cannon-dotted ridge by the visitors

center. In quick strokes, Recker sets the scene on the eve of battle:

If Lee can drive north and win a great battle, the war might end

in 1862, But the chance discovery by Union forces of Lees secret

orders, dropped in a Maryland field, reveals that he's divided his

force. This gives a Union army of 80,000, under Gen. George Mc-
Clellan, a chance to intercept Lee,who has a thin gray line of35,000

men extending along a low ridge beside Antietam Creek,

“The battle has three main acts, on three stages? Recker

says, leadingme to the first, a bare white building called the

Bunker Church, It’s named, ironically, for a pacifist Ger-

man sect that worshipped here—until the church became

the focal point ofbattle at dawn on September 17, 1862. The
fight seesawed for four hours, littering the cornfield and

nearbywoods with more than 11,000 dead and wounded
men. “Per square foot, this may he the bloodiest piece of

ground in the entire Civil War? Recker says, walking into

the 30-acre cornfield. Some units lost over 80 percent of

their men. Survivors returned after the war to erect monu-
ments; one, consisting ofthree stacked muskets, bears a

plaque stating simply “A Hot Place,” I^ocal farmerswho still

till the cornfield have turned up bones from the battle. The
church has now been restored to its peaceful 1862 appear-

ance, an unadorned room with wavy glass and hard pews.

The stage for Antietams second act is likewise rustic; an

ancient farm trail called the Sunken Road, because wagon
traffic wore the path five or six feet below ground level.

This made it a natural trench for 2,600 riflemen posted

near the center of Lee’s line. In front ofthem lay a gently

rising field, which crested 60 yards off. At midmorning,

this crest filled with bayonet-wielding Yankees* charging

straight at the Sunken Road, The attackers kept coming,

in wave after wave, until they reached one end ofthe road

and fired along its length at the close-packed Confederates.

The fight for this 200-yard stretch of wagon trail added
5,500 men to the casualty toll at Antietam and earned it

the nickname “Bloody Lane,”

A century and a half later, the road remains sunken,

though no longer bloody, just a dirt path between snake-

rail fences and verdant fields. Even so, standing in the lane

and peering over its edge at the grassy swale that surges

of attackers poured across, I feel able to conjure the awful

terror and intimacy ofthe long-ago slaughter.

My ability to do so has less to do with a lively imagina-

tion than with the Civil War’s unique hold on national

memory. Few Americans visit battlefields from the War of

1812; even RevolutionaryWar sites pale in popularity next

to Gettysburg, One reason is that Americans of the Civil

War era, from leaders to soldiers, were exceptionally liter-

ate. Their potent words endure: in letters, on monuments,

and on plaques, “There lay so many dead rebels that they

formed a line which one might have walked upon as far

as I could see? a Northern soldier wrote of Bloody Lane.

Photography, a new art in the 1860s, adds to the Civil

Wars power. Pictures taken just after Antietam—the first

in our history ofcombat dead—show bodies piled two and

three high in the Sunken Road or strewn across fields and
roads. Displayed at Mathew Brady’s Broadway studio* these

images brought home the horror ofwar as never before. It was as

if Brady had “brought bodies and laid them in our dooryards and
along the streets? theNew York Times wrote. Civil War photographs

give us an intimate glimpse ofthe conflict that's impossible to ex-

perience with earlier wars—or with more recent ones, cloaked by

military censorship. We can not only look at the dead but also stare

into the lean faces ofyoung Yanks and Rebs and see people at once

familiar and distant: an antique version ofourselves.

The same is true ofthe CivilWar landscape, which recalls a much
more rural and human-scaled world than our own. I sense this at

the third stop ofmy battlefield tour, an arched stone bridge span-

ning the gentle brown water ofAntietam Creek. Here, Recker tells
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of Union troops charging across the narrow wagon bridge, four

abreast, as Rebel sharpshooters fired down at them from a rocky

bluffon the far hank. “It's a bottleneck, a total bloody mess,” he says.

I can see the scene he's describing: Yanksjostling onto the bridge,

Southern farm bovs aiming over rocks, the creek tinged red with

blood. This is very different from the modern combat I witnessed

as a war correspondent in Iraq. There, tanks battled from miles

apart, obscured by smoke and dust, as planes roared overhead.

Civil War battlefields also revive imaginative skills that have been
stunted by our wired lives. Instead ofelectronic graphics and noise,

I gaze at simple touchstones—a wall, a creek, a bridge—and take

my time filling in the rest.

Recker breaks my reverie with a wrap-up ofthe battle. Late in the

day, after a fast march from Harpers Ferry, Rebel reinforcements

drove back the advancing Federal s. “The combat’s over at 6 p*m*,

with the two armies holding prettymuch the same ground they did

12 hours earlier” he says, ending our tour at a cemetery crowded

with unknown soldiers, killed in an era before dog tags and often

hastily buried in mass graves.

As a result, the number of Antietam dead can't be known for

certain. Recker estimates that 7,000 men were killed outright or

died soon after the battle. The total casualties, including wounded
and missing, exceeded 23,000. This made September 17, 1862, the

single bloodiest day in U.S. history, with a toll almost four times

that ofD-Day and equal to the combat casualties in the

Revolutionary War, the War of 1812, and the Mexican

War—combined.

But Antietam ’s significance goes far beyond the scale

of its carnage. Battlefield horror and heroism aside, the

Civil War speaks to us because the issues at stake in the

conflict still resonate today, race in particular* And it was

as a result ofAntietam that the nation took a crucial step

in its long struggle to achieve liberty and equality7 for all.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

LEAVE THE MILITARY STORY behind and

drive east across the mountains toward Washington.

It was here that President Lincoln received news of

Antietam, which ended in stalemate but forced Lee

to march his battered aim}7 back into Virginia, end-

ing his northern invasion. Lincoln had been waiting

for the right moment to enact a dramatic new policy

Five days after Antietam, Lincoln decreed that on Janu-

ary 1, 1863, all slaves in rebellious states *shall be then,

thenceforward, and forever free
”

The Emancipation Proclamation turned a war to pre-

serve the Union into a much broader struggle for freedom.

It also called for the enlistment ofblacks, adding critical,

highly motivated manpower to the Union cause. Though
Lee would invade the North again in 1863, reaching Penn-

sylvania, the Souths morale and military prospects would

never be as strong as they were before Antietam.

Reaching D.C., I bypass the city’s famous shrines to the

Great Emancipator: the Lincoln Memorial and Ford s The-

ater, where the president was assassinated. I head for a site

little known to tourists: the quiet refuge where Lincoln

spent a quarter of his presidency. It’s located away from

the Mall, in a residential area offbusy North Capitol Street*

During the Civil War, this was the rural fringe ofWashing-

ton, then a pestilential city and crowded with soldiers and

military hospitals. The presidential retreat at Camp David

didn't yet exist. So to escape the summer heat and urban
squalor, and the constant press of favor-seekers, Lincoln

often rode to the Soldiers' Home, then a new facility 7 on

high, breezy ground three miles from the White House.

The property also included a summer “cottage”—actually

a gabled Gothic Revival house with 30 rooms. Built by a

local banker, it had recently been made available for presi-

dential ruse. “The drives and walks around here are delight-

ful;' Mary Lincoln wrote in 1862, during the family’s first

stay. Lincoln's Cottage is now7 a national monument, with a

museum and guided tours* The interior is as unpretentiousThe cemetery adjoiningLincolns Cottage, Washington,. D,C,
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as the president who inhabited it—a place to reflect on the man
rather than to marvel at furnishings or presidential relics.

"Tliis was Lincolns sanctuary” says tour guide Niles Anderegg,

leading a small group through airy, high-ceilinged rooms to a south-

facing veranda where the president played checkers with his son

Tad. A library floored with Georgia pine holds samples of Lincoln's

favored reading, including comic verse and Shakespeare plays. The
plain dining room is where Lincoln typically ate a simple breakfast

ofone egg and a cup of coffee. The president wore slippers in the

bouse and cooled himselfwith a palm-leaf fan. Nine-year-old Tad

kept a goat on the property and liked to drill with soldiers camped
nearby, who playfully anointed him third lieutenant.

But the place wasn’t simply a family retreat, “Lincoln could

see the cost of the war he was leading from his own front door”

Anderegg says. The cottage faced a new military cemetery filled

with the fresh graves ofUnion dead. When a Rebel army reached

the outskirts ofWashington, Lincoln went to see the fighting just

noith ofthe cottage, at Fort. Stevens, becoming the only American
president to come under direct enemy fire while in office. And his

30-minute commute to the White House took him past the refugee

camps offormer slaves who flooded Washington in wartime*

This may have influenced Lincoln as he mulled emancipation

in the summer of 1862. He abhorred slavery but had resisted calls

to free slaves, holding to his belief that the war was to preserve the

Union only Mounting Southern victories forced him to reconsider,

Anderegg leads us to a sunlit upstairs bedroom, furnished with

a reproduction of Lincoln's drop-front desk (the original is now
housed in the Lincoln bedroom ofthe White House), It was at the

modest walnut desk that Lincoln is believed to have penned an early

draft, ofthe Emancipation Proclamation. “Ifmyname ever goes into

history it will be for this act, and my whole soul is in it” he said, in

a quote that nowr hangs above the bedroom desk.

The mechanics of “this act” weren't in themselves dramatic.

The brief legal document had none ofthe memorable prose ofthe

“Gettysburg Address*” Rut lingering in the bedroom office, I realize

how rare it is for history to be truly made, and done so consciously.

Lincoln, wielding onl}^ a pen, knew he was changing the course of

the country and greatly for the better* This was a historic moment
infused with grandeur and gravity—another key element of the

Civil Wars appeal. In our own era marked by much petty political

squabbling, it's ennobling to be reminded ofa timewhen Americans
grappled with momentous issues and strove, in Lincoln's words, to

heed “the better angels of our nature.”

They also made sacrifices on a scale unimaginable today. On April

13, 1865, just after the end ofa war that left 620,000 dead, Lincoln

rode a last time to the cottage. The next night, he was shot at Ford's

Theater by John Wilkes Booth, who had rejoiced in watching the

hanging ofJohn Brown sis years before and had come to loathe

Lincoln for completing the abolitionist’s mission* “Lincoln could

escape the White House hut never get away from the war, right up

to the end,” observes Anderegg. He died early the next morning.

Leaving the cottage, I visit the adjoining cemetery where Lincoln

recited poetry beside mounds of Union dead. The graveyard quickly

filled to overflowing during the war, leading to its abandonment in

favor ofArlington National Cemetery. On a gray day 150 years later,

this now urban enclave offorgotten dead, many identified only as
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SLEEP IN HISTORY

S
ummer and fall are

prime times to visit Civil

War sites during the com-
memoration of the war’s

sesquicentennial. For a full

calendar of events, consult

the Nat ional Park Service

website. Lodging is widely

available in the region cov-

ered by this article. For an

authentic touch, try these

historic inns and hotels.

HARPERS FERRY. W.VA. One
ofmy favorite places to

stay is the Jackson Rose

Bed -and -Breakfast, a stately

18th-century home that

once served as Stonewall

Jackson’s headquarters.

antietam In Sharpsburg,

Md.
s
the Jacob Rohrbach Inn

is a handsome brick house

on Main Street. The re-

gion’s best restaurants and

other amenities arc nearby

in the historic college town
of Shepherdstown, W,Va.

Lodging is available at the

Thomas Shepherd Inn, a

yellow-brick home turned

into a B&B a short walk
from the town center,

WASHINGTON. U.C. The
Willard Hotel (left) was the

place to be during the Civil

War. Lincoln stayed here

before his Inauguration,

and Julia Ward Howe wrote

the “Battle Hymn of the

Republic" here. Nowt called

the Willard InterContinental,

it remains one of Wash-
ington's grandest and most
historic hotels. Be warned,

however: Rooms run $300-

5O0 a night. A cup of tea

while listening to a harp-

ist is a more affordable

way to enjoy the Willard's

ambience, — T.iT.

“Unknown U,S, Soldier” seems a fitting end to my Civil War tour.

But returning to my car and driving toward the Mall. 1 don't feel

melancholic. It's obvious at every turn how much my hometown of

Washington, like the nation, was forever changed by the bloody pas-

sage Fd traced from Harpers Ferry. Reaching Pennsylvania Avenue,

1 wonder what Lincoln would make of the capital today, with a

black family occupying the WhiteHouse and tourists flocking to the

city’s newest landmark—a monument to Martin Luther King, Jr,,

who won important battles in the ongoing straggle for civil rights.

I can’t summon Lincoln's specter to answer me, Rut I can take

inspiration from his words about the Civil War dead. To honor

those who “gave the last full measure ofdevotion " he said, we must
rededicate ourselves to “a new birth offreedom.” My trip is over but,

I realize, it’s not the end of the road.

Pulitzer Prize-winning author Tony Horwitz wrote Midnight Rising

and the best-selling Confederates in the Attic. Photographer Robert

J, Szabo shoots landscapes andportraits using 19th-century methods.

FOR 25 YEARS WE HAVE CELEBRATED THE TRAVELER. The thoughtful design that created the first technical
travel shirt has evolved into a complete line of functional and innovative clothing. Features
like sun protection, quick dry fabrics and security pockets allow people to explore the
world and its wonders with a smile. For 25 years we have set the standard for comfortable
performance

,
and the legacy continues. Find your travel clothing at www.exofficio.com

JT
Traveler Kasia Wysota and her rickshaw driver shares m
in the Ben Thanh market of Ho Chr Minh City Vietnam.
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Get a full menu of Montreal’s wealth of taste experiences, from everyday

nosh spots to worth -the-splurge restaurants, late-night hangouts to the

places where local foodies love to si io p.A National Geographic Traveler

writer-photographer team just back from Montreal shares the story

about a place where food is about more than just eating, reaching
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Sign language atDominion Square Tatiem.

M ontreal where I grew up,

seduces me always. IVe lived

in many other places, but none

has the bon vivant allure of this

city on the St* Lawrence River.

It is a place of eccentricity and high art* Romance

and bonhomie. Steeped in history and astonishingly

modern. It revels—indeed, finds its soul—in a mar-

riage ofFrench and English that once was uneasy

but now charms. Montreal offers an extraordinary

melange of creativity (Cirque du Soleil is but one

example), technology (the city is considered Cana-

da's Silicon Valley; mega game-producer Ubisoft

calls it home), and humanity (a giddy savoir

faire makes every place a stage set). No wonder

it expresses itself with a wealth of world-class

festivals, from film and music to comedy and

circus. 1 Yet nowhere is Montreal more at home
than at the table. In these pages we celebrate its

love affair with food. Rut be clear: When you say

food to a Montrealer, it's not just about the eating.

It's about the culture. A meal here is a gateway

into how7 w7e live; it's how w7e understand life.

There is no way, in the end, to do justice to the

city's passion for food. What follows is just a

sampler. You'll find much more in the compan-

ion app we've created—download it for free from

iTunes. 1 Welcome to my hometown. A place

that bowrs to the fork, that revels in la difference,

that, above all, enjoys life. I hope you take the

time to experience it in person. Youil see.

-KEITH BELLOWS, EDITOR IX CHIEF

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELER

Taras Gmscoe, author offive books, includingStraphanger;Saving

Our Cities and OurselvesFinm theAutomobile, lives in Montreal. San

Francisco-based photographer Catherine.Karnow shoots for maga-

zines around the world. She loves Montreal, starting with the food.

E&'lraHelpings! Go to the iTunes app store to download your free digital issue of "A Taste of Montreal," a compendium
of Montreal's most delicious experiences— restaurants, cafes, markets—as well as recipes and tips from sawy locals.
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ToMarket, lo Market...in aBigWay

1
Opened on the site of a lacrosse field in 1933, Little

Italy’s Jean-Talon Market served as a hus station in the

1960s, which explains the concrete platforms where

vendors now sell organic garlic, farm-fresh eggs, and
loads more. Alter undergoing a major face-lift in 2004,

it has become North America’s largest outdoor public market.

Montreal’s best chefs have long-standing relationships with

such fruit and vegetable merchants as Rirri et Freres, During

the height ofthe summer and fall harvests, 300 truck farmers

from across the province hawk their fresh produce. In addition

to the seasonal outdoor stalls, the market features unique shops

open year-round, among them cheesemongers Qui Lait Cm and
Fromagerie Hamel: fishmongers Aqua Mare and Atkins Co.

(smoked and dried fish from the Gaspe Peninsula); La Fournee

(sugar pies and all kinds of maple syrup-flavored baked goods);

and Wawel (Polish pastries).
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Smokin’Beef

2
Whatever you do, don't call it corned

beef. Montreal^ smoked meat is pure

brisket, marinated for days in herbs and

spices before being subjected to clouds

ofhickory smoke and steam. Its most
common form is the sandwich (above). The recent

sale of Schwartz's—Montreal's best known bastion

ofbrisket—to a group ofinvestors that includes

singer Celine Dion and her husband, has purists

fretting. But the tradition ofshredded brisket

doled out lean, medium fat, or fat continues apace

at lister's. Smoke Meat Pete, and the Snowdon
Delij where countermen have inspired a line of

eyewear worn by the likes of Lady Gaga and
Snoop Dogg.

BestoftheBVOs
At the chalkboard-and-open-kitchen bistro

Quartier General, an energetic young chef from

Nice plates such classics ofQuebecois cuisine

as Stanstead rabbit, Boileau venison, and

Gaspor piglet—accompanied, ofcourse, by

your own personally selected bottle ofwine. Montreal’s very

first “Apportez votre win” sign appeared in the 1970s in the

window of Le Jardin de Panos, a Greek restaurant on Avenue

Duluth, one ofthe city’s best casual-dining strips, where

clients can still participate in the genial tradition ofbringing

their own bottles of red, white, or rose. Or, ifthey choose,

a six-pack ofbeer to complement the fare at the Indian

restaurants ofthe Parc-Ex (Parc Extension) neighborhood.

At last count there were more than 290 addresses in Mon-
treal where waiters happily open brought-in bottles, be it

an artisanal brew or a pricey Burgundy selected at a branch

ofthe SAQ (Quebec’s official government liquor store).

Every neighborhood boasts a beloved BYOB bistro—the

Village has O’Thym; Mile-End has A L’Os; Little Italy,

the Pizzeria Napoletana—but the biggest concentration

is in the Plateau, where spots like Le P’tit Plateau and

La Colombe have long welcomed brown baggers.

FIRST-PERSONMONTREAL

If Ihadto leave the
city,thething Fdmiss
most is the river.

People don't realize
thatwhat defines
Montreal—thereason
thecity exists-is the
St Lawrence River.

To get an unusual
perspective ofdown-
town,go to the Old
Port getona Saute-

Moutonsjet boat,

and shootthe river’s

Lachine Rapids.”
-Terry Mosher, award-winning cartoonist
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A Farm-lo-Table Classic
Most ofMontreal’s premier chefs have one thing in

common: They have put in time chopping onions at

a Toque \ kitchen, under the eye ofchefNormand
Laprise. Among the first to bring the concept of

terrair to Quebec cuisine in the 1990s ,
Laprise played

a pivotal role in spurring the development of local foie gras, lamb,

and raw-milk cheese producers. He was way ahead ofthe curve

in using such neglected regional ingredients as ground cherries.

sea buckthorn, and eels from Kamouraska, his hometown on the

south shore of the St. Lawrence. In 2004, Toque! (which roughly

translates as “loopy* and also puns on the French word for

chef’s hat) moved to the spectacular modernist Caisse dc Depot
building on the edge of Old Montreal. The seven-course tasting

menu—paired with wanes from one ofthe city's best cellars—is

about as pricey as things get in Montreal (not very) and v eil

worth the splurge*
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Old World
MadeNew

5
As narrow and boxy as

a mobile home, F Bar

is one oftwo casual

annexes ofwell-known

Montreal restaurants

that complement the ambitious down-

town entertainment district called

Quartier des Spectacles, Until recently,

the area around Place des Arts was a

no-mans-land when it came to decent

dining. That's all changed, thanks to

the magnetic cultural complex of five

theaters, a contemporary arts museum,

and, since 2011, a new hall for the city's

symphony. All in all, this is Montreal's

equivalent ofthe Lincoln and Kennedy

Centers rolled into one, F Bar, a sky-

lighted room overlooking the dancing

waters ofa fountain-filled plaza, high-

lights the ultrafresh surfand turf of

the classic Ferreira Cafe, the Rue Peel

pioneer ofcontemporary Portuguese

cuisine. At lively F Bar, chef Gilles

Herzog dishes out cod, braised veal

cheek, and an Iberian take on Cornish

hen in stainless steel casseroles called

tackos. The bar, where dozens ofwines

are available by the glass, is decorated

with blue-and-white azulejo tiles

straight out ofthe Algarve, When the

terrace is open and the summer night

reverberates with the sound of a free

jazz festival concert., dining at F Bar

puts you in the living heart ofMontreal

culture. Also on tap in the Quartier des

Spectacles is Brasserie T, another

narrow culinary outpost. Showcased

here are chefNormand Laprise's

signature Quebecois terxoir dishes,

served in a more relaxed setting than

at big brother Toque! (see #4).

BefittingMontreal% exuberant Quaitier den
Spectacles entertainment district, theFBar
features a theatrical entrance.
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Saint-Gabriel

ExquisiteFood, IntriguingBaeleslory
The history of the building that houses UAuberge

Saint-Gabriel alone would make this Old Montreal

landmark worth a visit. Built as a two-story house

by a French soldier in 1888
,
it became the first inn in

Noith America and, later, the first establishment to

be granted a liquor license under British rule. In recent decades

the site languished as a tourist trap—until it was bought by

Cirque du Soldi founder Guy Laliberte and pop star Garou,

who transformed it into an All Baba s cave of contemporary art,

complete with a spinal column of a whale lit to dramatic effect.

Under the stewardship ofthe Michelin-starred Proveilgal

chef Eric Gonzalez, Auberge Saint-Gabriel has evolved into

Montreal’s most satisfying combination of atmosphere and

culinary cred—a place to sit back and enjoy such solid classics

as homemade charcuterie and aged-on-premises beefin

historic surroundings,
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Iron Chef...Live!

7
Chuck Hughes is a phenomenon. Bom in

Quebec (with ancestral roots in the Maritimes),

the fluently bilingual, tattooed chef bested Bobby

Flay on Iron Chef, preparing, among other things,

an inspired lobsterpoutine (see #17). Hughes

now hosts a food-oriented travelogue called

Chucks Week Offon the Cooking Channel His flagship

restaurant in Old Montreal, Garde-Manger, is a quintessen-

tial party place— with seriously tasty7 food. Located on a

side street off Rue St. Paul, it is a low-light, low-key bistro-

style eatery that calls to mind the kind of portside tavern

where unsuspecting navvies used to be press-ganged into

duty7
. (Around the corner from Garde-Manger, a couple

of steps down from the cobblestones of Rue St Paul, is

Hughes's Le Bremner, an equally raucous restaurant that

effortlessly mingles speakeasy and brasserie.)

8
For their fragrant Olives & apices shop

in the Jean-Talon Market (see #1),

Philippe de Vienne and his wife, Ethne

(a former fashion model from East

Africa), roam the planet in search of its

most aromatic natural resources. Managed by their

son Arik, the shop stocks canned Iranian saffron,

vanilla from Madagascar, THtiidadian tonka beans,

and a grand selection of olives that reads like the

itinerary of a Mediterranean cruise ship. A few

doors down from Olives & Epices, the de Viennes"

second market outlet, La Depense, specializes in

exotic canned goods, sauces, and preserves from all

over the world.

FIRST-PERSONMONTREAL

This is a city of great

churches. I love Old
Montreal's Basilica

de Notre-Dame,
with its Casavant
Frerespipe organ;
lesser known is the
church’s littlechapel
in theback,deco-
rated witha huge
wooden sculpture.

Andonasunny day,

thesoaring stained
glassatSt Patrick’s is

mind-boggling.”
-Jason Nelsons, chef atLe Renard Artisan Bistro
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Holein One

9
Lining up for poppy- or sesame-seed

bagels is a venerable Montreal shtiek.

At La Maison du Bagel along Rue
SL Viateur in the Mile-End district,

strips are sliced off a huge lump of

dough before being rolled into circles and proofed

(boiled) in honey-flavored water. After baking for

17 minutes over hardwood embers, they are yanked

from the oven on a shibba (Yiddish for “paddle*)

and allowed to tumble into a wooden bin. Even

New Yorkers, who make do with bagels forced to

schvitz in electric ovens, can’t deny the virtues

ofthe authentic Montreal bagel; sweet yet eggy,

chewy yet crusty, and always best when pulled,

still toast}', from a paper bag.

FIRST-PERSONMONTREAL

Ialways findsome-
thingamazing at

Galerie Zone Orange,
atiny shoponRue
St Pierre in Old
MontrealThey give

local designersand
artists thespace to
sell earringsand
necklaces, napkins
and tablecloths,

handmade purses
and notebooks.The
place is a realjewel."
-Graziella Battista, the chef/owner of

Restaurant Graziella

From Sap toNectar
Still sold in corrugated cans that are

dead ringers for old-fashioned

motor oil containers, maple syrup is

— to Quebec what the potato is to Peru,

what paprika is to Hungary: the star

ingredient of an earthy local cuisine. In the Laurentian

Mountains north of Montreal, blue tubes snake from notches

cut into century-old maple trees to the vats of rustic cabanes

a sucre (sugar shacks). It takes 40 pints ofwatery sap to

make a single pint of the pure, nectar-like syrup. A11 early

spring ritual is the "sugaring off,” during which urbanites

drive to sugar shacks to gorge themselves on bines (pork-

flavored baked beans), oreilles de crisse (pork rinds), and

sugar pie, all sweetened with generous lashings of syrup. The

best selection of syrups in town can be found at the Marche

des Saveurs at Jean-Talon Market (see #1). For a taste ofthe

northern forest, head to Hotel Nelligan in Old Montreal

in March, when a sugar shack crowns the rooftop terrace,

dispensing hot syrup drizzled over fresh snow.
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Culture-ConvergenceHangout
Like its location

,
Boulevard St. Laurent

,
where

Montreal's traditionally French-speaking east

side meets the historically Anglo west, the bras-

— serie Big in japan occupies a happy interzone

among cultures, Co-owners Andre Nguyen and

Julie Bisson have created what could pass for a hipster izakaya

(drinking establishment with nibbles) on a Tokyo side street.

Display cases are filled with lovingly labeled Godzilla and Astro

Boy paraphernalia* Patrons sit at cozy tables or on chrome stools

fronting orange and yellow linoleum countertops salvaged from

nearby dive bars and french fry stands. In this Japanese brasserie,

named for a “synthpop” song performed by Alphaville, there is no

sushi, just comforting food and bracing drink. Deep-fried chicken

wings in caramelized soy sauce, for example, are excellent paired

with beer, sake, shochu (similar to vodka), or umeshu (a sweet-

sour liqueur made from unripeued fruit)*
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KilchenStore
andMore

^ 1° Montreal, a

city teeming with

amateur chefs,

there is no short-

age of retailers

offering tools ofthe trade—everything

from wooden rolling pins to electric

raclette sets* The handsomest of the

kitchen supply stores is Les Touilleurs

on Avenue Laurier in Outremont.

Here enameled cast-iron casserole

dishes from Le Creuset and top-of-the-

line Robot-Coupe food processors are

displayed as ifthey were on the shelves

and countertops ofa minimalist coun-

try kitchen* Along with a well-curated

selection of cookbooks, Les Touilleurs

(the name means “the stirrers”) offers

Ateliers des Chefs: in-store cooking

classes by some of Montreal's most

highly regarded chefs* (Professionals,

by the way, get their knives, including

high-end Japanese gyutous and san-

tokus, at L’Emouleur, a museum-like

“boutique” for blades also located on

Avenue Laurier*)

Lex Touilleurs owners Frimqois Longpre and
Sylvain Cote organize in-storeworkshops and
gastronarnica! trips—andsell kitchen supplies.
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Reveler# warm up and
prepare tojuel up at a
Nuit Blandm? grill.
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LightingUp a WinterNight
Montrealers have turned Nuit Blanche, an all-

night party idea that began in the French city

ofNantes in 1^84 and lias spread far and wide,

into a February extravaganza ofvenue-hopping,

with galleries, cinemas, and theaters staying

open well into the wee hours. The nerve center is the Quartier des

Spectacles, with its mix ofoutdoor activities for families in the

Place des Festivals, Free buses shuttle participants to events in

Old Montreal, Mile-End, the Underground City, and the Plateau*

Apps for smart phones and tablets make tracking down a stand-

up comedy show in Old Montreal or a session of snow volleyball

outside the Place des Arts easy, as does the fact that the Metro
and city buses run all night The logical counterpart to this “white

night* is a grass# matinee, the equally respectable Gallic tradition

oflying in bed all morning—well deserved after an ambitious

night on the town*
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JoeBeef’s “TakeTwo

”

Veteran chefs David McMillan and

/ Frederic Morin, best known for their

I Joe Beefbistro and award-winning

— cookbook TheArt ofLivingAccording

to Joe Beef, now' have a second kitchen.

Liverpool House sits two doors west of its venerable sibling,

on Rue Notre Dame in the Little Burgundy neighborhood,

not far from the Atwater Market. Echoing the Joe Beef

philosophy but at a lower price point, Liverpool House is

a quirky blend of genres, dishing up hearty Italian (think

ricotta gnocchi, clams casino, and Parmesan flan on wild

mushrooms), British pub-style fare, and basic French dishes

in a setting where leather banquettes and flow'ered wallpaper

channel a seaside cottage in New' England or the Hamptons.

One thing is certain: You are guaranteed fun and, most of

all, fresh food. The kitchen is kept well supplied with kale,

sorrel, basil, and other greens by the 2,000-square-foot

garden in the back ofJoe Beef. And the name? Mr. Beef, it

turns out, was an Irish tavern-keeper in the 1850s.

DessertFirst?
When Jerome Ferrer, a restaura-

I teur from France’s Languedoc

I a region, opened his first Montreal

restaurant a decade ago, few

suspected that the small (35 -seat)

Europea would be the beginning of a gastronomic

legacy that would include a bistro, a pastry shop,

and a tearoom at Birks jewelry store (see it 21)

specializing in macarons. But the jewel in the

Ferrer crown remains the original three-story

restaurant on Mountain Street, Europea is a

place where culinary surprises are the norm,

from amuses-bouches ofdeep-fried foie gras

nuggets to such whimsically inventive desserts

as a bowl filled with huh ble-gum-flavored cotton

candy lollipops iniiised with honey and thyme.

FIRST-PERSONMONTREAL

When itwasbuilt in

themid-19th century,
the Victoria Bridge-
nowamong the least
known ofMontreal’s

manybridges-was
consideredthe
eighthwonder ofthe
world. I like to ride

mybike hereand
take inthe fantastic
view ofdowntown ”

—Sarah Musgrave, casual-dining critic ofthe

MonLreal Gazelle
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DishesFrom a
Dream Team

The name Les 400 Coups (“The

I 400 blows”) hints at the hard-

won experience behind the

talented trio at this exciting

Rue Notre Dame bistro in Old

Montreal. ChefMarc-Andre Jette ran the highly

regarded kitchens of Laloux and Newtown; pastry

chef Patrice Demers is the author oftwo cookbooks

and the star of a hit cooking show on Quebec TV;
and sommelier Marie-Josec Beaudoin is a veteran

ofsome ofMontreal's best cellars. At l^es 400 Coups,

small but exquisitely plated portions emphasizing

seafood and vegetables are married with surprising

wines and even more astonishing desserts. Demers’

lime curd, for example, blends pistachios with gin,

cucumbers
,
cilantro, and vanilla.

FIRST-PERSONMONTREAL

Parc St. Viateur in
Outremont, the
neighborhoodwhere
Igrewupand still

live, ishome toan
old-timegazebo. In
summer, folks dance
tangohereonSun-
day evenings; in
winter,you can skate
on thepond while
waltzes streamfrom
the loudspeakers.”
-Anik Bissonnette, artistic director of Les

Grands Ballets Canadiens de Montreal

A DeliciousMess
Some say the origins ofpontine (french

r J fries all dressed up, ifyou will) date to

M 1957 and the little dairy town ofWar-

— wick. It began with curds: pale lumps of^ squeaky, unripe cheese packaged today

as snack food and found in just about every depamicur

(convenience store) in Quebec. Legend has it that when a

client asked chef Fernand Lachance of Lutin Qui Rit to mix

curds and french fries in the same bag, he replied: “Qa va

tefaire une maudite poutine.

”

(“It’ll make a hell of a mess)')

Sauce brune—gravy—was added later to soften, but not

completely melt, the curds, and the rest is fast-food history7

.

The gooey completely satisfying meal, enjoyed after many a

night ofLabatts beer, has now spread to Portland and Paris.

Respectable versions can be had at La Belle Province chain

outposts; haute versions are on the menu atAu Pied de

Cochon and Garde-Manger (see #7)- Montreal's uncontested

poutine headquarters, however, is La Banquise, a 24-hour

greasy spoon (packed during Canadiens ice hockey games)

that offers 28 varieties—among them the fearsome T-Rex,

which is topped with ground beef, pepperoni, bacon, and

a hot dog.
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DailyBread, Elevated
When it comes to getting their baguettes, rolls,

croissants, loaves, and pastries, Montrealers

are spoiled with choices. But j our best chance

ofseeing out-the-door lineups is at Mamie
Clafoutis. Between its shop on Avenue Van

Home in Outremont and a smaller location on Rue St, Denis,

Mamie Clafoutis has generated a devout clientele hooked on tasty

breads and the kind of treats French grand-meres used to make;

tartc tatins (upside-down apple pic), catineles (striated pastry

cylinders ofcaramelized sugar and cinnamon), and clafimtis

(cheiries and other fresh fruit topped with batter and then

baked). After securing your place in line at the Avenue Van
Horne bakery and paying for your baked goods, you can head

to the small cafe upstairs or, if the weather's fine, do as the locals

do and pack a walnut-and-blue-cheese baguette for a picnic in

nearby Parc John F. Kennedy.
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TheMorning
Starts Here

A veritable Mon-
treal institution

on Rue St. Paul,

the popular cafe

and bakery Olive

et Gourmando is a favorite with artists

and performers staying in the boutique

hotels ofOld Montreal. Folks flock here

for breakfast—and for good reason. The

counters overflow with the neighbor-

hood’s best selection ofbaked goods,

including scones studded with cherries

and ginger, banana-walnut muffins,

and the delectable “This is not a red

velvet cupcake.” A perfect stop for a

bowl of cafe au lait and a chocolatine

(also known as pain au chocolat) or a

quick lunch ofcrab cakes and salad,

Olive et Gourmando is also a terrific

place to provision for a picnic—try the

goat cheese panini—on the banks ofthe

St. Lawrence River in the Old Port.

Dailyfuel (above). Dogs treatpatrons at Olive

et Gourmando tofour-legged local color (right)

in the heart ofOldMontreal.
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Goingthe WineBarRoute
Along with its working-class taverns, Mon-
treal's bars a vin get high marks for their

sips, nibbles, and ambience. But these wine

bars aren't just for ocnophiles; patrons who
prefer beer or spirits won't be disappointed.

Pullman—occupying a three-story townhouse perfectly located

on Avenue du Parc for a bite before an evening ofentertainment

in the Quartier des Spectacles—offers 300 wines* with a selection

of 50 available by the glass. Sommeliers are on tap to help you
navigate the list. For those who like a little ofthis and a little

of that, the menu includes “trios": samplings of three wines,

two ounces each. Should you need sustenance (maybe that's

a stretch), the kitchen turns out grilled eheddar sandwiches

with port, sea bass carpaccio, foie gras and smoked meat terline,

bison burgers, and more. Menu options also include a variety

ofcheeses and desserts.
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PlayfulandSweet
^ Montrealers, it seems, have succumbed

to a mania for macarons, those dainty,

H gaudily colored confections ofbutter

and meringue. At Birks Cafe, located

on the mezzanine ofthe sumptuous

flagship store Birks (which styles itself as the Tiffany & Co.

ofCanada), macarons infused with such tempting flavors

as black currant and violet or caramel andfleur de sel are

displayed like so many (affordable) diamond solitaires.

ChefJerome Ferrer—of restaurants Europea (see #15),

Andiamo, and Beaver Hall—oversees the cafe, a go-to

address where ladies who lunch can linger over calorie-

controlled butternut squash soup, scones, canapes, and

macarons while sipping Mariage Freres tea from some

ofthe city’s finest bone china.

Get theScoop
... on second thought, make
that two. Why not? This is

made-an-the-premises ice

wKtm cream that is more than worth
the calories. Montrealers

know that spring has truly sprung when long lines

stretch outside Le Glacier Bilboquet, an ice-cream

parlor in Outremont that stays open year-round.

Bilboquet (the name refers to the classic French

eup-and-ball game) sells liter containers, cups,

and cones ofsuch favorites as Cacaphonie (white

chocolate and cashews) and King Kong (chocolate

and banana). The challenge is finding the perfect

combination of flavors to perch on a single cone.

Some aficionados swear by the mango sorbet

and caramel bronze ice cream. The fun is finding

your own signature duo.

FIRST-PERSONMONTREAL

Ilove the coolvibe
and thebongo-drum
jam atthesummer
Sunday tam-tams,
with thousands of

people chilling out at
thebase ofthe statue
in Parc Mont Royal.

I bring a cooler of
cold beverages and
a Frisbee.”
-Harley Morenstela co-creator ofEpicMeal

Tima a Web-based cooking show
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In theRaw
Montreal lias lately estab-

^ lished dominance in a crucial

dining category: the superior

brasserie or bistro, where you

can count on being served

exceptional food and wine at reasonable prices

without a whiff ofthe attitude you would expect

in London, Paris, or Milan. One ofthe newest and
most buzzed-about such spots is Le Filet, managed
by the team that runs Old Montreal's excellent

Club Chasse et Pecbe. Le Filet’s menu veers raw,

with tartaies, oysters, and gravlax. Think ahout

sharing: Portions are the size of large tapas and

priced accordingly. And be sure to sneak a glance

at what the waiter is bringing to the next table.

FIRST-PERSONMONTREAL

There are milesand
milesof trails inParc
Mont Royal-called
‘the Mountain*by
locals.When I go
cross-country skiing
here I feelas though
Fmdeep in the
woods, eventhough
Fm inthemiddle of

the city. Ilove to stop
for hot chocolate at

the old fieldstone
Smith House.”
-Kevin Gascoyne, co-owner of teahouse and

tea retailer Camellia Sinensis

fustRightforGuys
(andGals) WhoHunch
£ With its pressed-tin ceiling and wall-

poster menu, Wilensky’s Light Lunch

still looks very much like the diner/

cigar store/barbershop it was when it

opened in 1932, Located in the Mile-

End neighborhood, this no-pretensions lunch counter was

featured in the film version of TheApprenticeship ofBuddy
Kravitz (author and native son Mordecai Richler grew up a

block away, on St. Urbain Street), If the nine wooden stools

in front of the linoleum counter are occupied, you can sip

your cherry cola (still made with syrup scooped from a

porcelain container and a spritz from the soda fountain)

while you lean on the floor-model freezer and peruse books

by George Orwell, Danielle Steel, and Stephen King. Regu-

lars know to order the “special” (slices of salami and bologna

piled on a grilled, mustard-slicked kaiser-style pletzel roll,

served on a napkin), to pay as soon as they’re served, and to

never leave a tip (founder Moe’s Bolshevik principles forbade

special treatment). Note: At the Mile-End Delicatessen in

Brooklyn, New York, you can get a Ruth Wilensky Special,

but itil cost you eight bucks. At the original in Montreal,

the real thing goes for $3.90.
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New TalentSpreads Its Wings
Looking to catch an up-and-coming chef at

the beginning of a very promising career?

Make your way to Van Horne. ChefEloi Dion,

whose last gig was at the private supper club

of movie software mogul Daniel Langlois,

personally prepares every plate at this striking 3O-seat restaurant

in Outremont. With its four appetizers, four entrees, and three

desserts, the market-driven menu is short but sweet. The plating

is as creative as the surroundings—white walls enlivened with a

totem pole, a silk-screened Picasso, plates decorated by artist Roy
Lichtenstein, and screens from the Iranian pavilion at Expo 67

(the ally vibe is courtesy ofco-owner Urs Jakob, ofNew York’s

Gershwin Hotel). By the way Van Horne’s forward-thinking

aesthetic reaches well beyond the kitchen and dining room.

The rest room features a high-tech Japanese curiosity: a toilet

outfitted with a blow-dryen
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Great fares and the most nonstops

to Montreal, Enjoy a touch-screen TV at your

seat plus power outlets within easy reach.

It's all part of the award-winning service

you have come to expect from us.

Book at aircanada.com. call us at 1-888-247-2262

or contact your travel agent.

MONTR

AIR CANADA @
A STAR ALLIANCE MEMBER V*

>

Touch-screen TVs are available on all Air Canada-operated aircraft, except cm certain Boeing 767s, and on select aircraft operated by Air Canada Express™ in Worth America.

™Air Canada Express is a trademark of Air Canada.



Enter for a Chance to Win a

ZOOCATION!
You could win your pick of a getaway weekend at any U.$, Travelodge

location coast-to-coast. Your package includes a special behind-the-

scenes tour of a nearby zoo, airfare, Travelodge accommodations
for two guests (for three nights}, car rental and more.

And, if you stay at any Travelodge between June 1 and September 3,

2012, you’ll receive a free child’s ticket to any participating zoo with

your paid adult ticket. There's no vacation like a ZOOcation!

Get all the details and full sweepstakes rules at

NationatGeographic.com/ZQOcationl

STAY CLOSE TO ADVENTURE

Aston Hotels & Resorts

With 25 hotels and resorts on Oahu,
Maui, Kauai, and Hawaii, Aston

features a showcase of choices to

fit any lifestyle, taste, and budget.

Whatever vacation you have planned,

Aston has you covered. Choose from

perfectly situated hotel rooms and
spacious condominium resort suites

with kitchens, conveniently located

near area sights and attractions. For

current specials, visit asfoniiofefs.com

or call 866-774-2924.

Win a Texas Adventure
Big Bend National Park is brimming

with wide-open spaces that set the

perfect scene for adventure. One
winner and a guest will receive a
five-day, four-night trip, including

transportation and accommodations
at the luxurious Lajitas Golf Resort

and Spa. Whether you’re biking,

hiking, golfing, or river rafting your

way through the trip, you're bound to

have an unforgettable, action-packed

adventure. Enter for a chance to

win at nafrona/geograpfofc.com/

bfgbendexcitrsforE

Take a Water Break

National Geographic Field Guide to

the Water’s Edge

Summer Isn’t official without a trip to the

water's edge. Discover North America's

20 all-time top beaches, 10 top rivers,

5 top Great Lake destinations, and
much more in this essential guide,

co-authored by Stephen “Dr. Beach”
Leatherman. Available wherever books

are sold, facebook.com/nafgeobooks

NATIONAL
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\ Points ofDepa rture / free travel infoTRAVELER
Points of Departure is a listing of advertisers who would like to offer you additional information about their products and services.

To get more
/joy num her o n the attached ca rd

Information: \ and mail or fax to 888-847-6035

TextTRJUN followed by the

category circle # below to 41411

For instant access, visit us

online at ngt-travelinfo.com

Travel the U.S.A. (circle 500)
1 ARKANSAS,THE NATURAL STATE
Erase the boundaries between excitementand
relaxation in Arkansas, where you'll find a good

share of both. Call 800-NATURAL tor more
information.

2. BRECKINRIDGE, CO
Uncover summer fun in Brecken ridge* Colo. Tackle

u ncommon adventu res (try s umme r dogs ledd i n g)

or relax downtown with art, fine food and local spirits.

3. ESTES PARK, COLORADO
Gateway to Rocky Mountain National Park. Free

Vacation Guide, call 800-44-ESTES,

4. GO RVING
Away is a place that's easy to find and impossible to

forget. Find your Away. Go RVing,

5. GREAT FALLS, MONTANA
Fulfill the true Montana experience, your memories
wi 1 1 th an k you . To oomp lete yo u r Monta n a vacatio n

.

call 406-76:1-1343.

S. IDAHO TOURISM
Come to Idaho and experience scenic wonder,

exciting recreation and more. Call 800-VISIT-ID for

vacation deals and order a free travel guide,

7. LAKES TO LOCKS PASSAGE
Experience over 500 Destinations, Guided by

Locals, Enjoy scenic beauty and history along the

waterways that shaped America.

8. MAINE OFFICE OFTOURISM
Pack yo u r bags and yo u r sense of adventu re.

9. MONTANA
Epic views bookended by Glacier and Yellowstone

National Parks.

10.NEW 0RLEANSTOURISM
It's New Orleans. You're Different Here. For a

calendar ofeventsandto plan your New Orleans

vacation
,
v isit o u r we b s ite.

It,SANTA FE,NM
Escape to a magical mountain playground

7,000 ft above ordinary. Rich history and
ancient native cuitu re come alive in the oldest

capital. 800-777-2489.

12.SOUTHEAST MONTANA, CUSTER COUNTRY
Home to unique landscapes* recreational

opportunities, history and charming small towns.

Make SE Montana part ofyour Montana vacation,

13.THE GREAT STATE OFTEXAS
From rugged outdoor adventures to relaxing

retreats, Texas has it all, VisitTravelTex.com to get

your FREE Texas State Travel Guide,

14.UTAH OFFICE OFTOURISM
Utah features unparalleled access to the diverse

landscapes ofthe American West showcasing
five national parks, each offering a unique epic

experience.

15.VISIT CHEYENNE
Live the Legend of Cheyenne, your Railroad and
Rodeo Capital of the American West

16. WESTERN M0NTANA rS GLACIER COUNTRY
Escape to the gorgeous world of Glacier Country for

your ultimate getaway. Cal I for a FREE Travel Guide
800-338-5072.

17. WESTVIRGINIA
Discover the u Itimate wild and wonde rfu I getaway

in West Virginia, home to breathtaking scenery,

exciting outdooradventu re and rich heritage,

18. WHITEFISH, MT
Explore world-class recreation, gourmet diningand

cozy lodgingHust 25 miles from Glacier National

Park's otherworldly landscapes.

19. WYOMING
Forever West Wyoming is not just a destination;

it's a spirit of adventure that says you and your

family belong.

Text TRJJN500 to 41411

Travel the World (circle 503)
20. MEXICO

Ancient cities, pyramids and a new era coming,

are part of the Mayan Legacy.

21. ORION EXPEDITION CRUISES
Offer ing I uxu ry exped ition s & a uthenticexperiences

to remote destinations such as Borneo, Antarctica,

Papua New Guinea, the Russian Far East & more!

22. QUEBEC CITYT0URI5M
Quebec...Whata stunning city! Young at heart all the

more gorgeous for its four centuries of history, the

Quebec City area isthe most refreshing destination

ofthe summer,

23.SP0TLLC
SPOT Satellite GPS Messenger™ and SPOT
Con nect™ provide a vitallineofcommun icatio n

when you want it, and emergency assistance

when you need it. Works virtually anywhere in

the world.

24. SWITZERLAND
0 rde r o u r free sum mer gu ide fo r i nsp i ration

and tips.

25. TOURISME MONTREAL
Montreal has over 5673 restaurants and 106
festivals a II year long. For more information,

please call 877-B0NJ0UR,

2G. VISIT NORWAY
Spectacu la r Norwa ry— soe nical ly stunn ing natu re,

world famous fjords, anadve ntu re pa rad ise
combined with cosmpolitan cities, charm ingtowns

& friendly people.

TextTRJUN 503 to 41411

Hotels & Resorts (circle 504}
27. AMERICA’S BEST VALUE INN

A fa mily of 1,000 inns, hotels a nd su ites

throughout North America, offering hometown
comfort, qualityand service atan exceptional value.

28. ASTON HOTELS & RESORTS
28 hotels and condominium resorts in Hawaii,

La ke Tahoe, S u n Va I ley and Lake Las Vegas,

29. TOURISM WHISTLER, BC, CANADA
Located In a spectacular mountain setting, and
just two hours north of Vancouver, Whistler is

Canada’s premier year-round destination,

30.

TRAVELODGE
Travelodge offers a great place to relax after a

day of adventure!

TextTRJUN 504 to 41411

Other Opportunities (circle 506)
31. QUARK EXPEDITIONS

Quark Expeditions is the leader in Pola r

adventures. From Antarctica to the Arctic, and
even the North Pole, Quark takes you to the ends
ofthe Earth.

TextTRJUN 50 6 to 41411

Traveler Getaways (circle 507)
32.ADVENTURE LIFE

Join our cultural, ecological, and multi-sport

adventures in the Andes, Amazon, Galapagos and

Central America, 800-344-6118,

33. AFRICA ADVENTURE COMPANY -800-882-9453

34. ALASKA MOUNTAIN GUIDES -800-766-3396

35. ANTHONY'S KEY RESORT
Roatan

,
Bay Islands best overa 1 1 value from

$928pp/dbLDive, snorkel, swim with dolphins,

horseback ride, or hike in thisCaribbean island

paradise. 800227-3483.

36. ASIA TRANSPACIFIC JOURNEYS -800-642-2742

37. CANADIAN RIVER EXPEDITIONS - 800-297-6027

38. CULTURAL FOLKTOURS
Bora Ozkd k & Cu Itu ra I Fol k To u rs p resent the 34th

yea r of qua lity tou rs to Turkey& the Silk Road,

focusingon culture, folklore, photosand history.

39. DEEPER AFRICA- 888-658-7102

40. DESTINATION HIMALAYA - 800-694-6342

41. MOUNTAIN LODGES OFPERU
First class lodge-to-lodge trek a longthe Salkantay

Inca Trail to Machu Picchu (7 days-G nights Cusco
to Cusco).

42. PACIFIC DELI GHTTOURS - 800-221-7179

43.

TIMBERLINE ADVENTURES - 800-417-2453

44*ZEGRAHM EXPEDITIONS
Zegrahm Expeditions weaves together the
world's most inspiring and remote destinations

—on all seven continents—into unique, all-

inclusive itineraries.

TextTRJUN 507 to 41411



Travel on an Adventure with National Geographic to one of these extraordinary destinations:

Alaska * Patagonia * Tanzania * Grand Canyon * Peru • Iceland * Morocco • Croatia • Belize * Italy * and morel

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

ADVENTURES
Call toll-free 1-888-689-2557 or visit nationalgeographicadventures.com/trips

Above: In Grand Canyon National Park Havasu Falls cascades into the dear pools below.;
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GETAWAYS
The Essentia! Guide for Planning Your Next Journey

AFRICA

The

Company
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Photographic Safaris to Africa's Top Wildlife Countries

kin flUe of nUr lailgfwl tafah program! w nWhlrt Di

fur quul'ity cuitam travel, family safaris, haneynruHn

celaways, nr d iwrara listed group departure.

lit 2912 ore fMiurihg cur spetfalizad group iripsr

*
15 [toy Eyes, an Elephant Safari ta Zimbabwe

* 14 Day Gorilla Safari la Uganda £ Rwanda

* 12 Day S&renptl tuple red Safari to Tanzania

* 6 Day Esccluiira Wallureg Safari fa flatsinrna

www^fricanAdvemurexom
800.8S2.9453

INTERNATIONAL

Peru Galapagos Costa Rica Belize

us^ an APV/^^Voutt WORLP/

800 - 344-6118

www.Adventure-Life.conn/NGT

Adventure (L
.....

Antarctica Guatemala Amazon Patagonia

Jfl'
'

explore; the:
irw SERENGETI
SjnirdiSFm * Teeming with

pt Wildlife

"i > * The W’ildebeesr

1
Migration

* Upscale Camping

11 “
1

and Luxury Lodges

DEEPEJ^^FftlCA
www.deeperafrica.com 888-658-7102

ASIA

Photo Cultural Tours
India * Bhutan * Mongolia * Nepal * Tibet

1 .800.694,6342

www.DestinationHimalaya.net

CStiHAtiOM

The BEST ADVENTUR ES,
ABOVE & BELOW ROATAN’S WAVES.

A natural eden where you can mate friends with

a dolphin. Dive pristine walls & reefs. Gallop on

a remote beach or fly through a jungle. And

that's just for starters.

BOOK NOW St GET
1 NIGHT FREE

hi 7-NIGHT
FALL PACKAGES.

Activity Bun ole
Roatan Bay Islands

Honduras

B0D.Z27.34B3
!
B54.g29.D0BB Mention code NGT U

i nfp@ a ntho nyskey. eom I wwu . a n th cmyskey, com J natio n al

AND THE GREAT SILK ROAD
You haven’t truly been to Turkey

until you’ve gone oil a BORA TOUR!

Ail Turkey fours will stay at Bora 6zkok's

Cappadocia Cave Suites

www.eappadociacavcsuites.cam
We oFfer superb tours with great food, photo

opps,, the best guides, excellent hotels &

buses and many "people -to-people
1
' events.

Our focus Is on culture, architecture, music,

folklore and history.

Far a free brochure & DVDs CALL:

1-800-935-8875
WTVTV.cultu ralfftlktours.com

F-m ail: tour info@boraozko k.com
563 1 Lincoln Ave~ Ste, B Cypress, CA 90630

BORA OZK0K & CULTURAL FOLK TOURS’
IF. 34th year of

TURKEY

TRAVELER GETAWAYS TO ADVERTISE IN TTfAHEIEfl GETAWAYS, CALL LAURA ROBERTSON AT 21 2-610-5500 107
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journeys to AstonishingDestinations

www.G eoEx .com

MACHU
PICCHU
LODGE TO LODGE

TREKKING

Srn^ll Groups
Exclusive Lodges
Contact or you r preferred tour operator

NGT^MOUNTAJ NLOPGE50FPERU.COM

MOUNTAINLOPGESOFPERU.COM

fe!_
[777] Mountain Lodges of Peru

at Its fL*v£t

* mm '

Call today to learn about Orion's

luxurious and eco-friendly adventun^
to some of the most remote
destinations in the world.

;

NEW 201 3 ITINERARIES!

2Jtl// ORLDVI EjfVVj-yRAVEL.

(85$ WORLDVIEW
i Jfcfey worldv i ewtfav ti I .com

wwwM'o rl tlv i e\\ Trave 1 . c om/Or ion
[

Shps Regidry Gramas wvi MalSa C$7:lO0#«4O

FIND Out JttzEl

AmericasBestValuelnn.com
888-315-2378

Call L 8B8 .752.0553 or visit us online at

QuarkExpeditions.com

O Quark
Expeditions

ANOTHER WORLD
AWAITS ON THE ~ |tll

7

150+ RE1 TRIPS
BOOK YOURS NOW
SEE DETAILS & PHOTOS AT

REI.COM/TRAVEL

1.800.845.6177

Value is Right
in Our Name.

'Restrictions apply, seeweteia lor aerial SVtintage Hospitality Grow. Inc. 201

2

We've Got You Covered *

Free Value Club* Instant Rewards

Save 15% on Future Stays,

Room Upgrade & More!A ^
Americas Canadas

Best Value Inn Best Value Inn
lur\kill a£r InVuupr

Free Internet, Continental Breakfast

& HBO at most of our 1,000 Hotels

in North America.

BEGIN YOUR ADVENTURE NOW,

los TRAVELER GETAWAYS TO ADVERTISE IN 77?A VELER G ETAWAYS, CALL LAURA ROBERTSON AT 212-610-5500

if
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11 DAYS CHINA $1699* H"5
Beijing, Yangtze River Cruise, Shanghai

Land only departure dates:

Sept 8, 15
r
22 and Oct. 13, 2D , 27, 2012

For itineraries, dates and prices please visit our website

wvj-w.padficdeliglittnurij.roni arid call tall fiee (BOO) 221 -7179.

* FVl&t It fir p*nse>h,bii*d <ni dsdbi oicupancy and Jeta n&t include trant^i

pacific al or iHtlil arrival ano departure tmnsfe«. Space and daiea ire llm-fi

Iterf. Prices are sublet to change. C5T2D9851?-2G ^
££* PACIFIC DELIGHT TOURS 8

800-221 -71 79 www.pac if iod e I ig httours.com

INDIA& THE MALDIVES
WITH SRI LANKA & LAKSHADWEEPS

December i - 18
, ?.ou

Climb Kilimanjaro!
“Alaska Mountain Guides, quite simply the best *1

-Doug- .Fine, JVational Pubic Radio

-

“The only U.S. guide service on

I
Kilimanjaro that I recommend

j
-CamcitJO Bums, Author, Kili guide bw.ik

fr ^ X* '* ^(,k, 1 + p*

k. Award Winning Safaris!

mvLittis-v'*--

Jpi;^ 800.766,3396

ki Iima njaromountairiguir

www.zeco.com

(800) 628-8747

RIVER EXPEDITIONS IN CANADA AND ALASKA
SINCE 197Z- Explore the NahannL Tatsfoenshini, Abek,

Firth, Burnside, Mountain, Theton, and other remote

wilderness rivers. British Columbia lo the Arctic. 6 to 14

days. Mountains and glaciers, abundant wildlife,

incredible scenery and superb hiking. All ages and

levels welcome. dL

CANADIAN RIVER EXPEDITIONS

800-297-6927 www.nahanni.com

Cycling & hiking adventure vacations for those who
love to bike & hike. Explore ikie west with a group

whose sole focus for 29 years has been western U.S.

& Canada including 36 national parks & monuments.

Visit our website: www.timberfoifrs.cotn

or coil ^or free catalog

TO ADVERTISE IN

TRAVELER GETAWAYS

CALL LAURA ROBERTSON

212-610-5500 ' yOlir adventure...

adventure.travel

TRAVELER GETAWAYS Photo Sveta ung Myrild - irtaitnorwav.iis
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LeaningTowerofPisa

B
uilt to house cathedral

bells, Italy's ornate Tower

of Pisa above the Piazza dei

Miracoli quickly overshad-

owed its church to become the

famous symbol of half-baked

engineering. Would it be

as celebrated if it stood up

straight? Apparently not.

In 1^90, worried officials

closed the structure for

a decade, spending mil-

lions so engineers could

stabilize the building but

save its lean—and Pisa's

tourist trade* The column,

straightened by only 18

inches, was reopened

in 2001 and declared

stable for the next

300 years* Bella!

—ANDREWNELSON

HEIGHT: 183.27 feet.

WHV IT SWOONS: Shilling of

loose soil at its foundation.

BUILD TIME: 177 years.

Begun on August 9 , 1173,

constmetion halted for as

long as a century because

ofwar and unrest The

delay actually proved ben-

eficial, allowing the loose

soil to compact and firm

up. Otherwise, the tower

would have toppled.

DUE DILIGENCE: The Lower’s

architects might have

reconsidered had they

remembered the name

Pisa comes from the Greek

word tor ‘marshy land/

KICK-STARTER:A woman,

Berta di Bernardo, served

as financier In 1172, the

Pisa widow donated 60

silver coins to purchase the

first stones for the towers

construction.

DEGREES OF LEAN: ,3 .97. Pisa

is not the farthest lean-

ing tower, however. That

honor, according to the

Guinness World Records,

belongs to a church in

Suurhuscn, Germany Its

lean is a precarious 5.19

degrees.

QUIZZABLE
What did Galileo drop

from the tower in 1589?

a) water c) pasta

b) balls d) bricks

s[dpuud aqj

gmpjfgnooiap 'mssrui pHisjjip

jo s[pq oau paddaip AjpaS^pj

BAllQU irsid rtqj -|| ijawruy

ness of the tower's

image on souvenirs,

the city of Fisa took

action in 2011 and

banned the tower's

image on men’s

underwear,

subjecting

violators to a

500-euro fine.

COPYCAT: Tn 1934-
,

industrialist Robert

Ilg built a replica in

Niles, Illinois, as a

water tower for

his employees'

swimming pool.

It still stands, and

Niles is now Fisa’s

sister city.

TV CAMEO: In a 1971 episode

ofTVs Bewitched, the

tower was “straightened”

by the witch Esmeralda,

leaving pop culture’s

nose-twitching sorceress

Samantha Stevens to help

restore its tilt.

r
GO AHEAD, EVERYONE DOES IT:

Stand in front ofthe col-

umn and align your hand

parallel to the tower. It

looks as if you’re pushing

against the Lower itself.

rruv**

LAW AND ORDER: Growing

concerned with the tacki

*
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FUJSFILM
expect INNOVATION"'

Water.

FOR THE ACTIVE FAMILY

FI N EPIX XPBD
Waterproof to 1 6.4ft.

Shockproof from up to 4.9ft.

FOR THE OUTDOOR ADVENTURER

FINEPIX XP1DD
Waterproof to 32.3ft.

Shockproof from up to 6.5ft.

PLUS: - 2x Brighter LCD for exceptional visibility, even in direct sunlight

and underwater

* High-speed CMOS Sensor for 2x faster power-up and auto-focus speeds1

and Full HD Movies—even underwater!

* Dustproof and Freezeproof to 14°F

1 As compared to previous FUUIFILM XP series models.

•Source; The NPD Croup/Retail Tracking Service based on model unite sold In the U,S U Jan.-Dee., 2O09r 2010 and 2011
,
respectively, NPD data exetudes Costco and Wblmart urHte

LCD m*g*t simulated- FUJiFlLM, FINEPIX, EVE RYPICTUREMATTERS and EXPECT INNOVATION are trademarks of FLfJIFIlM Corporation and In affiliates.® 2012 PilJWUW North America Corporation and Ite affiliates. All rights reserved
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